
 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

 

DWIGHT, RACHAEL SUSAN. Microplanning and Linguistic Realization for a Biomedical 

Domain. (Under the direction of Nancy L. Green and James C. Lester.) 

 

    

 The goal of natural language generation (NLG) is to produce understandable spoken 

or written texts in human language automatically.  Microplanning and linguistic realization 

are important tasks for natural language generation.  In this thesis, the microplanning and 

linguistic realization process for an implementation of a prototype natural language 

generation system called GenIE are discussed.  GenIE  uses information about clinical 

genetics and specific knowledge about a patient given by a genetic counselor to produce the 

first draft of a patient letter.  GenIE uses four modules to accomplish the tasks of 

microplanning and linguistic realization.  Also, a study was conducted to test the writing 

quality of the letters.  Participants were asked to read a copy of a generated letter and make 

editing suggestions.  The changes made to our generated letter were categorized according 

to what type of microplanning task the change required in order to determine what changes 

could be made to better the current version of GenIE.   
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 The goal of natural language generation (NLG) is to produce understandable spoken 

or written texts in human language automatically.  A computer system is given information, 

usually in a nonlinguistic form such as a knowledge base, and this information is processed 

using what is known about language and the domain for which the text will be produced.  

Ultimately, the nonlinguistic information will be mapped into a corresponding linguistic 

form, the desired text [Reiter & Dale, 2000; Bateman & Zock, 2003].   

 NLG is typically broken into three stages: document planning, microplanning, and 

surface realization.  Document planning uses domain and application knowledge and 

information about how documents for this genre are generally structured to produce an 

abstract specification for a text's content and structure.  This abstract specification is often 

referred to as a document plan.  During document planning the system decides what 

information needs to be communicated in the text and how chunks of content will be 

grouped and related in rhetorical terms.  Microplanning takes the document plan as input 

and determines how the groupings in the document plan will be mapped to actual linguistic 

structures and how abstract content given in the document plan maps to specific wordings.  

The output of microplanning, a text specification, is still an abstract specification, but the 

information is encoded with grammatical instructions for the content and structure.  Surface 

realization uses these grammatical instructions in the text specification to put together the 

sentences and paragraphs of the desired text in human language.  It is easiest to 
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conceptualize NLG systems as a pipeline of these three stages, one occurring directly after 

another.  However, in real implementations the tasks of each stage often overlap [Reiter & 

Dale, 2000].   

 GenIE is a prototype implementation of a natural language generation system which 

uses information about clinical genetics and specific knowledge about a patient given by a 

genetic counselor to produce the first draft of a patient letter.  A patient letter is a document 

that summarizes in lay terms information about the patient's case, such as his symptoms and 

the underlying genetic condition.  The goal of this research project is to model argument 

generation methods that can be used by intelligent systems to help lay audiences understand 

the type of biomedical arguments contained in such letters [Green, 2006].   

 GenIE, like many other NLG system implementations, does not have completely 

distinct document planning, microplanning, and surface generation stages.  Some of the 

tasks typically associated with each stage are interleaved throughout the system.  As shown 

in Figure 1.1, GenIE has three main modules: Discourse Generation, Argument Presentation, 

and Linguistic Realization.  The Discourse Generation module is most like the document 

planning stage discussed above.  Here a document plan (dplan) is produced which gives an 

abstract structure for the text by showing how rhetorical relations can be used to relate the 

event propositions of a text.  These event propositions are stored in an event list which is 

also produced during Discourse Generation.  The Argument Presentation module further 

refines the document plan and event list in order to reduce redundancy and give instructions 

for sentence aggregation to be performed in the next module.  In other words, the  
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the Argument Presentation module continues document planning and also does some 

microplanning.  The Linguistic Realization module takes the modified document plan and 

event list and performs the remaining microplanning and the surface realization tasks for 

GenIE.  The focus of this thesis will be on the implementation of the Linguistic Realization 

module of GenIE. 

 The Linguistic Realization module for GenIE is decomposed into four 

subcomponents: Rhetorical Manager, GenIE Microplanner, Parser, and Surface Realization.  

The Rhetorical Manager takes the modified document plan (dplan) and event list produced 

by the Discourse Generation and Argument Presentation modules and creates a 

protosentence list (PSL).  A protosentence list is a flattening of the overall document 

structure given by the document plan into a list of protosentences.  A protosentence specifies 

one or more event proposition to be realized in the same sentence.  Often, if there is more 

than one event proposition, the protosentence will also contain the rhetorical relations which 

describe how the events are related.   The GenIE Microplanner then uses the PSL to produce 

a microplanned sentence list (MSL).  Each microplanned sentence specifies the syntactic 

structures and lexical items corresponding to an English sentence in the final patient letter.  

Both the Rhetorical Manager and GenIE Microplanner were implemented in the Prolog 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Modules of Natural Language Generation for GenIE 
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programming language.  Simplenlg [Reiter, 2008], a reusable surface generator implemented 

as a Java class library, is used for the final phase of realization.  The Parser is a Java 

program that translates the Prolog output format of the MSL into a file of inputs that the 

Simplenlg package can use.  The final patient letter is produced using Simplenlg.  Three 

different letters have been produced using this linguistic realization method, which is 

summarized in Figure 1.2 below.  

 

 We will first discuss the background information necessary for understanding this 

research in section 2.  Sections 3-5 will address the implementation of the four 

subcomponents of GenIE's Linguistic Realization module.  In Section 6, we will go over the 

evaluation of the linguistic realization of  three texts generated by GenIE.   

 

 

Figure 1.2 Subcomponents of Linguistic Realization for GenIE 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1  Rhetorical Structure Theory  

 Rhetorical structure theory (RST) is a theory of text coherence used to represent the 

structure of text in many NLG systems [Reiter & Dale, 2000].   RST is used to describe a 

text based on what purpose each unit of the text has in relation to other units.  A variety of 

structural patterns can be found in texts.  The most frequent structural pattern occurs when 

two units of text are related in such a way that one unit of text has a specific role relative to 

the other unit of text.  The unit of text that is more essential is labeled the nucleus, while the 

other is called the satellite.  [Mann & Taboada, 2007]  For example, one of these nucleus-

satellite relations is called 'purpose'.  The nucleus of a 'purpose' relation describes an action 

and the satellite provides the reason for the action.  In the sentence “Adam was referred to 

the clinic in order to  diagnose the cause of his respiratory infections”, the first clause 

“Adam was referred to the clinic”  is the nucleus and the satellite is “to diagnose the cause 

of his respiratory infections.”  The relations that show how units of text relate are called 

rhetorical relations in RST.  It is important to note that rhetorical relations can be nested.  

For example, the nucleus of a 'purpose' relation can be a 'conjunction'  relation.  This means 

that when a full text is described using RST, the result is a hierarchy of nested relations. 

 In some cases, it is more difficult to determine which unit of text is more essential.  

For this reason, multinuclear relations are also included in RST.  A 'conjunction' relation is 

an example of a multinuclear relation in which each unit of text has a comparable role.  In 
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the sentence, “The doctor took the patient's temperature and performed a blood test”, the 

doctor performs two equally important actions so each would be a nucleus.  [Mann & 

Tamboada, 2007]  The specific RST relations used for this thesis work will be discussed in 

section 3.   

 

2.2  Microplanning 

 As mentioned above, microplanning is often the second stage in generating a text.  

The tasks a microplanner performs vary from one implementation to another, but in general 

a microplanner will to some degree  perform lexicalization, referring expression generation, 

and aggregation.  These three tasks determine the specific content and structure of the text.   

 Lexicalization is concerned with the content of a text, or what the text will say.  

During lexicalization, the content words are chosen.  Content words are the nouns, verbs, 

adjectives and adverbs that relay meaning [Fromkin et. al., 2007].  As well, other linguistic 

resources which give meaning, such as syntactic structures, are chosen during lexicalization.  

An example of a syntactic structure that conveys meaning is the possessive construct [Reiter 

& Dale, 2000].  Other syntactic and semantic features included in these linguistic resources 

are number, tense, negation, and modals.  Each of these contributes to the meaning of a 

sentence.  Number determines if the sentence is speaking about one or more objects or ideas.  

Negation adds the idea that the content of the sentence is false in some way.  Modals such as 

'can', 'could', 'would', 'will', and 'must' change the meaning of the verb phrase used in a 

sentence.  After lexicalization the specific words for these linguistic resources will also have 

been chosen.   
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 While lexicalization chooses the specific words used, referring expression generation 

chooses how to refer to objects in the domain of discourse.  This task could be as simple as 

choosing randomly between a set of expressions.  However, a more intelligent approach can 

be taken [Reiter & Dale, 2000].  “A golden retriever next door” is an indefinite description, 

“Annie's dog” is a possessive, “Fido” is a proper noun, and “he” is a pronoun.  Each of these 

is an expression that could refer to the same dog.  Based on the context, the intended 

communicative goal, and/or pragmatic factors, any one of these might be chosen during 

referring expression generation.  There are other factors involved in referring expression 

generation as well though.  Perhaps the first time the dog was referred to, the initial 

reference, an indefinite description might be used.  On subsequent references, it would be 

verbose to keep using the full description, so a reduced form (“the retriever”) or a pronoun 

(“he”) might be used instead.  However, if the referent could not be distinguished because 

another male is discussed in the same text, the original description or a proper name might 

be used for subsequent references to avoid confusion.  Once all these factors are taken into 

account, and the type of expression to be used is chosen by the referring expression 

generator, lexicalization can then be done to choose the specific words.  

 The other task a microplanner performs is aggregation.  Generally, a tree-structured 

document plan showing how information is to be grouped will be determined prior to the 

microplanning stage.  During aggregation, the tree of groupings is mapped onto sentential 

structures.  For example, based on the information given by the tree of groupings, one may 

determine that a sentence must be in passive voice rather than active voice.  In this way, the 

microplanner would be determining the structure of a sentence.  As well, the final order for 
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sentences and paragraphs can be determined here if they are not already determined in the 

steps prior to microplanning.   

 Aggregation can also include combining more than one piece of information into a 

single sentence.  This is a specific type of aggregation called sentence aggregation [Reiter & 

Dale, 2000].  In an earlier version of GenIE, a text was generated containing these two 

sentences, “Thus the patient's father has at least one changed CFTR gene. Thus the patient's 

mother has at least one changed CFTR gene.”  In later versions of GenIE, the underlying 

representations of the two sentences are aggregated during the microplanning stage into a 

form that will be expressed as, “The patient's father and the patient's mother each have at 

least one changed CFTR gene.”  The aggregated sentence is much more readable and less 

redundant.  In this way, aggregation can increase fluency and readability of a text [Reiter & 

Dale, 2000].   

 Once lexicalization, referring expression generation, and aggregation are completed, 

the resulting output is a text specification.  A text specification provides the words to be 

used and how they will be used in a sentence [Reiter & Dale, 2000].  The text specification 

is then sent to a surface realizer to complete text generation.   GenIE's text specification is 

the MSL discussed in section 1. 

 

2.3 Surface Realization 

 Surface realization finishes the generation of a text using the text specification 

discussed above as input.  The surface realizer performs linguistic realization.  The words of 

a sentence cannot be pieced together in any order.  Each natural language has grammar rules 
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that specify how to construct a well-formed sentence.  Grammar rules determine 

morphology (how a word is formed) and syntax (how sentences are formed) [Reiter & 

Dale,2000].  In English, one morphological grammar rule is that when one speaks about the 

past, the verb of a sentence receives the suffix “-ed”.  An example of an English syntax rule 

is that an active sentence  starts with a subject, then a verb, and then any objects that might 

exist.  Linguistic realization is the task of applying grammar rules of a language to an 

abstract representation, such as a text specification, in order to produce a grammatically 

correct text [Reiter & Dale, 2000].  For written text, linguistic realization may also include 

making sure a sentence is orthographically correct.  Orthographic rules concern spelling, 

capitalization, and punctuation [Fromkin et. al., 2007].   

 In the next three sections, we describe the implementation of each stage in GenIE's 

Linguistic Realizer shown in Figure 1.2.   
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CHAPTER 3 

RHETORICAL MANAGER 

 

 The first component to be used in GenIE's linguistic realization process is the 

Rhetorical Manager.  The inputs to the Rhetorical Manager are a document plan (dplan) and 

an event list.  The dplan is an RST-tree representation of the patient letter to be generated.  

The leaves of the tree are event IDs which are used to identify event propositions contained 

in the event list.  The output is a list of protosentences (PSL).  Each protosentence 

corresponds to exactly one sentence to be expressed in the final generated text.  A 

protosentence specifies one or more event proposition to be realized in the same sentence.  

Often, if there is more than one event proposition, the protosentence will also contain the 

rhetorical relations which describe how the events are related.   

 The following five figures display the dplan for the cystic fibrosis letter.  Figure 3.1 

shows that the top-level organization of the cystic fibrosis letter is broken into four subtrees 

labeled dunits d1-d4.  Each subtree represents a different topic to be discussed in the letter.  

The leaves labeled 'para' represent instructions for separating paragraphs in the final text.  

Figure 3.2 shows the subplan for the first topic (dunit d1) discussed in the letter.  We can see 

in this figure that the text for this topic is organized using nested RST relations.  For 

example, 'purpose' and 'attribution' are nested in a 'narration' relation.  Leaves such as e1 and 

ge4 are event IDs.  An event ID uniquely identifies an event proposition in the event list.  

Figure 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 show the subplan for the second, third and fourth topics discussed in 

the letter respectively.   
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Figure 3.1: Document Plan for Cystic Fibrosis 
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Figure 3.2: Subtree d1 of the Cystic Fibrosis Letter 
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Figure 3.3: Subtree d2 of the cystic fibrosis dplan 
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Figure 3.4: Subtree d3_1 of the cystic fibrosis letter 
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 GenIE's Rhetorical Manager traverses a dplan with the goal of producing a list of 

protosentences, the PSL.  Each topic subtree of the dplan is traversed top-down.  The 

Rhetorical Manager maps the subtree into one or more protosentences.    For example, in 

subtree d1 in Figure 3.2, the first branch is dunit(d1_1, purpose(nuc(e1), sat(e2))).  The 

leaves are e1 and e2,  and they are related by the 'purpose' relation.  In addition, e1 is 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Subtree d4 of the cystic fibrosis letter 
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identifed as the nucleus and e2 as the satellite.  These three pieces of information are placed 

together in the following protosentence: [e1, 'purpose', e2].  The order of the event IDs and 

relations in a protosentence determines the order of the corresponding information within a 

sentence in the patient letter.  Also, the order of the protosentences in the PSL determines 

the order of the sentences in the letter.   

 Now we will describe the process of transforming a dplan into the PSL.  This 

transformation process is driven by the type of node encountered during the top-down 

traversal.  A node can be an event ID, a list of event IDs, a list of event IDs and additional 

instructions, a rhetorical relation, a list of rhetorical relations, or punctuation.  Punctuation, 

event IDs, and lists of event IDs (with or without additional instructions) exist only as leaf 

nodes of a dplan.  The rest of these types of nodes are  internal nodes of the dplan.   Some of 

the internal nodes contribute information to be stored in the Rhetorical Manager's Context 

variable.  Context is a list used to carry information gathered from an internal node to its 

descendents.  While traversing a subtree, the Rhetorical Manager uses the rule make_PSL on 

each node.  This rule updates Context for each node and updates the final protosentence list.   

 To illustrate this further, we will go through the first few steps of a traversal of the 

subtree d1.  First, there is a multi-nuclear narration relation whose nuclei are given in a list 

of nodes.  Narration is a relation that is used to show the order of events in a narrative (the 

first topic of a patient letter is a narrative describing the patient's visit to the genetics clinic).  

The nodes contained in the list are traversed in a left to right order.  The leftmost node in the 

narration list is the subtree d1_1 which is a 'purpose' relation.  This relation has a satellite 

and a nucleus.  The order in which they are traversed is based on the relation itself rather 
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than the order they appear.  For the 'purpose' relation, the satellite is traversed first, giving us 

event e1.  The event is matched to the following event in the event list for cystic fibrosis: 

event(e1, [time(pretest)], [action(referral), destination(clinic), beneficiary(proband)], 

pretest).   At this stage, the information in the event itself is not important, merely that the 

node matches an event.  Since e1 is recognized as an event, it is placed into a protosentence.  

Traversal continues by going back up to 'purpose'  placing the 'purpose' relation into the 

protosentence and then down to the nucleus.  The nucleus e2 is matched to an event in the 

event list and added to the protosentence.  As the node d1_1 is completely traversed, next 

the Rhetorical Manager would traverse d1_2 in a similar way.  Not all relations will be 

added to the protosentence and it is not the case that two events in the same relation will 

always be in the same protosentence.  Below, the implementation for make_PSL for each 

type of node will be discussed and section 3.2 gives the details of how each of the relations 

are processed.   

 

3.1  Punctuation Node 

 Only one type of punctuation is currently processed in the Rhetorical Manager, an 

indication of where a paragraph will end.  The term 'para' is used for this purpose.  When 

make_PSL encounters 'para' it merely makes a protosentence ['para'],  since punctuation will 

be handled at later stages of linguistic realization.  Context is reinitialized to an empty list 

and the protosentence list is updated by adding this new protosentence.  In Figure 3.1, 'para' 

appears after each of four major subtrees, demonstrating that the paragraph structure has 

already been determined during the document planning stage.   
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3.2 Rhetorical Relation Node   

 Several rhetorical relations are used in the dplans and each one results in a different 

type of protosentence.  The relations are listed in Table 3.1.  In Figures 3.2-3.5, the nucleus 

is represented with an “N” and the satellite with an “S”.  Additionally, a rhetorical relation 

node may be marked with a topic flag.  A topic flag is used during GenIE's microplanning to 

influence lexical choice.  If the topic flag is present, the flag is added to Context and any 

protosentence created by nodes further down in the same subtree will contain the flag as a 

result.  For example, in Figure 3.2, the 'disease' topic flag applies to subtrees d1_3 and 

d1_2_1.   

 

Table 3.1: Rhetorical Relations and Their Corresponding Protosentences 

Rhetorical Relation Resulting Protosentence

purpose(nuc(N), sat(S)) [<protosentence premodifiers>, N, 'purpose', S]

evaluation(nuc(N), sat(S)) [<protosentence premodifiers>,  S, 'evaluation', N]       OR

 [<protosentence premodifiers>, S, 'evaluation', [N1, 'conjunction', N2]]

attribution(nuc(N), sat(S)) [<PSL for N>], [<PSL for S>]

evidence(sat(S), nuc(N)) ['evidence', S], [<PSL for N>]   OR

['further_evidence', S], [<PSL for N>]

background([sat(S), nuc(N)) [<PSL for S>], [<PSL for N>]]

background([sat('similarly'), nuc(N)) ['similarly', <first PS of N>], [rest of PSL for N]

condition(sat(S), nuc(N)) ['condition_if-then', subjunctive(S), conditional(N)]    OR

['condition_what-if', <first PS of N>], [rest of PSL for N]

condition_assumption(sat(S), nuc(N)) ['condition_assumption_assuming', S, N]    OR

['condition_assumption_suppose', <first PS of N>], [rest of PSL for N]

conjunction([N1, N2])) [N1, 'conjunction', N2]    OR

[PSL for N1], ['conjunction_prefix', N2]

disjunction([N1, N2])) [N1, 'disjunction', N2]    OR

[PSL for N1], [disjunction_prefix', N2]

narration([N1...NLast]) [PSL for N1]...[PSL for NLast]
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 Once Context is updated appropriately, we use the rule pick_relation to determine 

what the protosentence that the Rhetorical Manager creates will look like.  The first step for 

any pick_relation rule is to determine if there are any important terms in Context that need 

to be added to the protosentence.  As stated above, information may be added to Context 

from nodes higher in the tree or from a topic flag.  Sometimes, Context will contain a term 

that represents a protosentence premodifier for the microplanner.  The rhetorical relations 

that give us protosentence premodifiers and their corresponding protosentence premodifiers 

are given in the Table 3.2 below.  For example, the rhetorical relation 'evidence' results in 

two different protosentence premodifiers: 'evidence' and 'further_evidence'.  If a rhetorical 

relation represents more than one protosentence premodifier, the Rhetorical Manager 

chooses between them based on what is already in Context and the types of nodes  that are 

children of the relation.  Before we make a specific protosentence, we gather all of the 

protosentence premodifiers in Context and for most rhetorical relations we merely add all 

the protosentence premodifiers to the front of the protosentence.   
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 In addition, cues representing certain syntactic features can be contained in Context.  

For example, when the 'condition' relation is encountered, a feature cue is added to Context.  

The specifics of this will be discussed below.  If a feature cue is present it relates to a 

specific event ID.  If we have feature cue F, applying to event ID e1, instead of just adding 

“e1” to a protosentence, we would add “F(e1)”.  In discussing how each rhetorical relation is 

used to make protosentences below, it can be assumed that all protosentence premodifiers 

and feature cues are added unless otherwise noted.  A summary of the protosentences that 

result from rhetorical relations is given in Table 3.1.  

 The 'purpose' relation always has two event ID leaves as the nucleus and satellite in 

this implementation.  If  the nucleus event ID is N and the satellite event ID is S, 

pick_relation will make the protosentence [<sentence premodifiers>, N, 'purpose', S].  In 

general, the nucleus of a 'purpose' relation describes some activity and the satellite describes 

Table 3.2: Protosentence Premodifiers Resulting from Rhetorical Relations or Additional 

Instructions 

Rhetorical Relation Protosentence Premodifier

condition_assumption condition_assumption_assuming   OR

condition_assumption_suppose

condition condition_what-if     OR

condition_if-then

log_or log_or

evidence evidence    OR

further evidence

conjunction conjunction_prefix

disjunction disjunction_prefix

Additional Instructions Resulting Protosentence Premodifiers

similarly similarly

also also
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the goal of the activity. 

 Another rhetorical relation used in the dplan is 'evaluation'.  In our implementation, 

the satellite will always be an event ID, but the nucleus can be either an event ID or 

'conjunction' relation.  When they are both event IDs, we merely make the protosentence 

[<protosentence premodifiers>,  S, 'evaluation', N].  If the nucleus is a 'conjunction' relation 

as in subtree d4_2_1 of Figure 3.5, the conjunction will have two event IDs, N1 and N2.  

The protosentence formed would then be [<protosentence premodifiers>, S, 'evaluation', 

[N1, 'conjunction', N2]].   The satellite of an 'evaluation' relation gives the likelihood that the 

nucleus events will occur.   

 Unlike 'purpose' and 'evaluation', the nucleus and satellite of an  'attribution' relation 

will not be placed in the same protosentence for our implementation.  As a result, the 

pick_relation rule corresponding to 'attribution' merely calls make_PSL on its satellite first 

and then its nucleus.  The order is important because the satellite will produce a sentence 

that should occur before the sentence produced by the nucleus in the final text.  The satellite 

of an attribution relation gives the source of a belief or attribution.  The nucleus gives the 

object of the belief or attribution.   

 An 'evidence' relation is made up of a satellite containing evidence for a claim in the 

nucleus.  By understanding the statement or statements made in the satellite, the reader will 

have a stronger belief in the claim made by the nucleus [Mann & Taboada, 2007].  When the 

protosentences for the 'evidence' relation are created, make_PSL is called on the satellite 

first.  Then, before dealing with the nucleus, a flag must be added to Context, because the 

'evidence' relation requires that a protosentence premodifier should be added to the nucleus. 
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The flag can be either 'evidence'  or 'further evidence' and these flags will be added to any 

protosentence that is created within the same subtree as the 'evidence' relation.  To 

determine what flag should be added, the algorithm checks the previous protosentence added 

to the PSL to see if it already contains the term 'evidence'.  If this previous protosentence 

contains the term 'evidence', then we want to add 'further_evidence' to the Context variable.  

Otherwise, 'evidence' is added to Context.  The reason for this will be discussed in section 

3.3 because protosentence premodifiers are added when an event node is encountered.  Both 

'evidence' and 'further_evidence'  act as protosentence premodifiers for the microplanner.  

The protosentence premodifier 'further_evidence' will indicate to the microplanner that a 

different sentence premodifier should be used to avoid redundancy. 

 Sometimes, the node found in the nucleus of a 'background' relation is an 'evidence' 

relation as seen in Figure 3.3.  The satellite of a 'background' relation is usually an event that 

provides background information or helps the reader understand the nucleus  [Mann & 

Taboada, 2007].  In GenIE's dplans, the basic structure of an argument is represented as an 

RST tree where the satellite represents a warrant justifying the link between data and 

conclusion, which are given in the nucleus as an evidence relation.  The evidence has a 

claim and data to back up this claim as children.  Data can be either a list of event IDs or 

another argument entirely.  This argument structure can be seen in Figure 3.6.  In some 

cases, the satellite is merely the term 'similarly'.  This indicates that a similar argument was 

made in the preceding part of the text and has been pruned by the argument presentation 

stage.  The term 'similarly' is added to Context, and we call make_PSL on the nucleus.  

When the satellite is not merely 'similarly', we first call make_PSL on the satellite and then 
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again on the nucleus.  

  

 For a 'condition' relation, the satellite and nucleus could both be event IDs, or one or 

both of them could be rhetorical relations.  When they are both event IDs, the protosentence 

['condition_if-then', subjunctive(S), conditional(N)] is created.  The satellite and nucleus 

have features 'subjunctive' and 'conditional' respectively because they will be part of a 

statement with the structure, “If S, then N”.  That is, the statements in the nucleus are 

dependent on the conditions provided by the satellite [Mann & Taboada, 2007].    However, 

if either S or N is not an event ID, make_PSL is called for them separately.   For S the 

Context will be ['condition_what-if', subjunctive] and for N, Context will be an empty list.  

Here we use the protosentence premodifier 'condition_what if', rather than 'condition_if-

then' to indicate that we will have the structure “What if S?  N.” since the satellite and 

nucleus will be placed in separate protosentences and thus in separate English sentences 

ultimately.   

 The 'condition_assumption' relation is very similar to the 'condition' relation.  If both 

satellite and nucleus are event IDs, the following protosentence is created: 

 

Figure 3.6: GenIE's Basic Argument Structure 
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['condition_assumption_assuming', S, N].   A protosentence with this protosentence 

premodifier will have the following form in English: “Assuming S.  N.”  Otherwise, 

make_PSL is called on the satellite with Context ['condition_assumption_suppose'].  Then 

make_PSL is called on the nucleus with an empty list for Context.  Having 

['condition_assumption_suppose'] as the protosentence premodifier will result in an English 

sentence with this form: “Suppose S.  N.” 

 Both the 'conjunction' and 'disjunction' relations work in the same way.  Instead of 

having a nucleus and a satellite, they merely have a list of two nodes, N1 and N2.  If both 

N1 and N2 are events, [<protosentence premodifiers>, N1, 'conjunction', N2]  is created for 

a conjunction and [<protosentence premodifiers>, N1, 'disjunction', N2] for a disjunction.  

Otherwise, make_PSL is called on N1.  Then make_PSL is called on N2 with 

['conjunction_prefix'] in Context for a conjunction or ['disjunction_prefix'] in Context for a 

disjunction.   

 The last type of rhetorical relation is 'narration'.  Instead of a nucleus and satellite, 

'narration' is given a list of nodes as children.  The order of nodes indicates the order the 

events represented by each node will occur in a narrative.  The pick_relation rule for 

'narration'  merely calls make_PSL on the list of nodes, which falls under a later category 

and will be discussed in section 3.4.    

 

3.3 Event ID Nodes 

 Event IDs are handled a bit differently than rhetorical relations.  To make sure a node 

is an event ID, the node in question is matched to an event in the event list.  Then any 
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relevant protosentence premodifiers and feature cues are found in Context.  If feature cues 

are present the protosentence would be [<protosentence premodifiers>, <feature cue>(event 

ID)].  Otherwise, the protosentence would merely be [<protosentence premodifiers>, event 

ID].   

 Now we will discuss how particular protosentence premodifiers are chosen.  There 

are certain protosentence premodifiers that do not make sense to use together.  For example, 

'further_evidence' is realized as “Therefore” at the beginning of a sentence and 'evidence' is 

realized as “Thus”.  It is likely that we will have both of these terms in Context because as 

discussed above, 'further_evidence' will only be added if 'evidence' is already in Context and 

used in the preceding protosentence.  However, it would not make sense to start a sentence 

with “Therefore, thus...”.  In this case, 'further_evidence' takes precedence and is added to 

the protosentence, ignoring 'evidence'.  Additionally, the term 'conjunction_prefix' 

corresponds to “Also”.  Both 'evidence' and 'further_evidence' take precedence over 

'conjunction_prefix' to avoid statements beginning “Also, thus...”  or “Also, therefore...”.  

 If the term 'similarly' is found in Context, the first protosentence of this argument 

will begin with 'similarly'.  However, since Context is applied to all descendants of a node, 

'similarly' may be present in Context for more than just this first protosentence.  So, when 

determining the protosentence premodifier list for the first protosentence of a subtree, 

'similarly' takes precedence over all other protosentence premodifiers.  When considering 

any other protosentence in the subtree, 'similarly' is ignored and other protosentence 

premodifiers take precedence in the ways described above.  In all other cases, all 

protosentence premodifiers are added to the front of a protosentence.  
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3.4 Nodes that are Lists of Event IDs and/or Rhetorical Relations  

 Sometimes instead of a single event ID or single rhetorical relation, the Rhetorical 

Manager calls make_PSL on a list of event IDs or rhetorical relations.  Such a list can be 

comprised of all event IDs, all rhetorical relations, or a mixture of both, but a list is always 

handled the same way.  The make_PSL rule for lists calls make_PSL on each one 

individually.  In this way, each item in the list creates its own protosentence just as 

described in the previous two subsections.   

 

3.5 Nodes that are a List of Event IDs with Additional Instructions 

 Some lists that the Rhetorical Manager must process contain terms that give 

additional instructions as to how they are to be processed.  There are two types of additional 

instructions: aggregation instructions and transition instructions.  Aggregation instructions 

and transition instructions are added by the Argument Presentation Module.   

 There are two aggregation instructions used in GenIE: 'or' and 'and'.  The nodes 

containing these instructions appear in the dplan as: (1) [Event1, 'or', Event2]  and (2) 

[Event1, 'and', Event2].  The Argument Presentation Module determined that since Event1 

and Event2 would be realized as the same sentence except for their subjects, the two 

sentences can be aggregated.  For example, without aggregation, the following two 

sentences would be generated: “The patient's mother has one changed copy of the CFTR 

gene.  The patient's father has one changed copy of the CFTR gene.”  With aggregation this 
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sentence becomes: “The patient's mother and the patient's father each have one changed 

copy of the CFTR gene.”  The protosentences produced by the above nodes are 

['<protosentence premodifiers>,  'or', Event1, Event2] and [protosentence premodifiers>, 

'and', Event1, Event2], respectively. 

 There is only one type of transition instruction in the current version of GenIE: 'also'.  

The list node in the dplan appears as:  ['also', Event,  <list of event IDs>].  An example of 

this can be seen in Figure 3.2 as the second list item of subtree d1_2_1_1.  This structure is 

also produced by the Argument Presentation Module.  When a redundant sentence was 

removed by replacing an event ID with 'also', the event ID immediately following 'also' 

should form a protosentence ['also', Event].  In order to do this, 'also' is added to Context 

when using make_PSL for Event.  The rest of the list is processed like any other list of event 

IDs given to make_PSL without 'also' in Context.   

 

3.6 Rhetorical Manager Output for the Cystic Fibrosis Letter 

 The output of the Rhetorical Manager is a protosentence list.  Provided in Figure 3.7  

is the output when the cystic fibrosis dplan shown in Figures 3.1-3.5 is given to the 

Rhetorical Manager as input.  
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Figure 3.7: PSL for the Cystic Fibrosis Letter 
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CHAPTER 4 

GENIE MICROPLANNER 

 

 The GenIE Microplanner uses the protosentence list (PSL) created by the Rhetorical 

Manager and the event list (the list of event propositions referred to in the PSL) to produce a 

microplanned sentence list (MSL).  A microplanned sentence contains information about 

tense, verb form, and what verbs, subjects, objects, coordinating conjunctions, and 

prepositional phrases to use.  The GenIE Microplanner maps each protosentence into the 

grammatical structures of an English sentence, which the Parser will use to give instructions 

to Simplenlg for realization.   

 In more detail, the GenIE Microplanner first processes each protosentence in the 

PSL.  For each protosentence a rule called get_sentence_parts() is used to process the terms 

inside the protosentence.  When an individual protosentence part is singled out, the GenIE 

Microplanner uses get_details() to find out what type of term the protosentence part is and 

process it accordingly.   A protosentence part can be punctuation ('para'),  a topic flag (e.g. 

'disease'), an event ID, a rhetorical relation (e.g. 'purpose'), a protosentence premodifier (e.g. 

'evidence'), an indicator of verb form (e.g. conditional(event ID)), or an embedded 

protosentence.  Each of these will be discussed in Section 4.1 below.  When the grammatical 

equivalent for each protosentence part is found, we refer to it as the microplanned sentence 

part.  Each microplanned sentence part is added to the current microplanned sentence in 

order, until the microplanned sentence is complete.  When the GenIE Microplanner has 

completed the microplanned sentence, it is added to the list of microplanned sentences 
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(MSL).  When the last microplanned sentence is created and added to the MSL, this final 

MSL serves as the input to the Parser subcomponent. 

 Like the Rhetorical Manager, the GenIE Microplanner also has a variable called 

Context.  To differentiate between them, the microplanner Context will be referred to as 

MicroContext from now on.  MicroContext is used much like the Rhetorical Manager's 

Context variable.  When information is given in a protosentence that needs to be retained 

until the end of that protosentence, a flag is placed in MicroContext.  The types of 

information that can be obtained from a protosentence will be discussed below.  At the start 

of each new protosentence, MicroContext is emptied since the flags only apply to a single 

protosentence.   

 The GenIE Microplanner uses a couple of other variables as well: Paragraph_Nouns 

and Sentence_Nouns.  Both of these are lists of pairs of an event case role and its 

corresponding referring expression that will be used in an English sentence.  

Paragraph_Nouns keeps track of all of the referring expressions produced within a single 

paragraph of the document and Sentence_Nouns stores those produced in individual 

sentences.   

 In the following sections we will first discuss the structure of the event propositions 

in the event list.  Then we will describe the specifics of how the GenIE Microplanner 

processes the PSL.  

 

4.1 The Structure of an Event Proposition 

 The event list is a list of event propositions.  Each event proposition has three major 
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parts that are important for the GenIE Microplanner: event ID, modality list, and semantics 

list.  These always occur in the order just given in an event proposition.  For example, the 

event proposition referred to as e1 first has its event ID “e1”, then the modality list, 

“[time(present)]” followed by the semantics list, “[action(referral), destination(clinic) 

beneficiary(proband)]”.  Event IDs are used in the dplan as placeholders for the actual event 

propositions in order to simplify the tree.  The Rhetorical Manager places the event IDs into 

protosentences and the GenIE Microplanner looks up the event proposition in the event list 

by matching the event ID.  The modality list gives information about time, polarity and 

duration and the semantics list gives the agents, actions, and other entities that are involved 

in an event.  The exact way the modality list and semantic list are used by the GenIE 

Microplanner will be discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.  Table 4.1 gives the 

event list for the cystic fibrosis letter.  Each row in Table 4.1 is one event in the list.   
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Table 4.1: The Event List for the Cystic Fibrosis Letter 

Event ID Modality Semantics

e1 [time(pretest)] [action(referral), destination(clinic), beneficiary(proband)]

e2 [time(pretest)] [action(diagnosis), agent(clinic), beneficiary(proband), object(e2_1)]

e2_1

e4 [time(pretest)] [action(presume), agent(clinic), object(e3_2)]

e3_1

ge1

ge2

ge3

ge4 [action(responsible), agent(ge2), object(ge3)]

ge5

ge6 [action(responsible), agent(ge3), object(ge5)]

ge7

ge8 [action(responsible), agent(ge5), object(ge7)]

ge9

ge10 [action(responsible), agent(ge7), object(ge9)]

ge11

ge12

ge13

ge14 [action(responsible), agent(ge3), object(ge13)]

ge15

ge16

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp1, 'respiratory 

infections', [], true], [sp2, 'growth failure', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

probability(could)]

 [action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[gp, 'CFTR', =, 2]], 

disjunctive)]

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp2, 'growth 

failure', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[genotype, 

'CFTR', =, 2]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), 

generic_attribute([[biochemistry, 'CFTR protein', [], abnormal]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), 

generic_attribute([[physiology, 'pancreas enzyme level', [], abnormal]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), 

generic_attribute([[physiology, malabsorption, [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[symptom, 

'growth failure', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp1, 'respiratory 

infections', [], true]])]

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing), 

status(assumed)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[ep1, 'bacteria in 

lung secretion', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), 

generic_attribute([[physiology, 'viscous lung secretion', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[event, 

'bacteria in lung secretion', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[symptom, 

'respiratory infections', [], true]])]
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Table 4.1 Continued 

ge17 [action(enable), enabler(ge15), agent(ge13), object(ge16)]

e3_2 [action(due_to), agent(e3_1), effect(e2_1)]

e5_1 [time(pretest)] [action(test), agent(clinic), instrument([sweat]), beneficiary(proband)]

e5_2 [time(infinitive)] [action(knowif), agent(clinic), object(e3_1)]

e7 [time(pretest)] [action(produce), agent(e5_1), object([[tresp, 'NaCl level', [], abnormal]])]

ge18

ge19

ge20

ge21

ge22

ge23 [action(enable), enabler(ge21), agent(ge3), object(ge22)]

ge24

ge25

ge26

ge27 [action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[gm, 'CFTR', =, 2]])]

ge28

ge29 [action(responsible), agent(ge2), object(ge28)]

ge30 [action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[gm, 'CFTR', >=, 1]])]

ge31 [action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[gf, 'CFTR', >=, 1]])]

ge32

ge33

ge34 [action(joint_responsible), agent([ge32, ge33]), object(ge2)]

ge35 [action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[gm, 'CFTR', =, 2]])]

ge36

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

probability(could)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp2, 'growth 

failure', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[tresp, 'NaCl level', 

[], abnormal]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[tstp, sweat, [], 

done]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[test, sweat, 

[], done]])

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[test_result, 

'NaCl level', [], abnormal]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp1, 'respiratory 

infections', [], true]])

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

status(assumed)

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[ep1, 'bacteria in 

lung secretion', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

polarity(false)]

[action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[sm, 'CF symptoms', 

[], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

polarity(false)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[symptom, 

'CF symptoms', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic_mother), 

generic_attribute([[genotype, 'CFTR', >=, 1]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic_father), 

generic_attribute([[genotype, 'CFTR', >=, 1]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[hm, 'N European 

ancestry', [], true]])]
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4.2 Initial Processing of Isolated Protosentence Parts 

 The rule get_details is called in order to determine how lexicalization, referring 

expression generation and aggregation should proceed on each part of a protosentence.  The 

different types of protosentence parts are punctuation, a topic flag, an event ID, a term 

signaling a coordinating conjunction, a protosentence premodifier, a feature cue indicating 

Table 4.1 Continued 

ge37

ge38

ge40

ge41 [action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[gf, 'CFTR', =, 2]])]

ge42  [action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[gf, 'CFTR', =, 2]])]

ge43

e15 [time(future)]

e13 [time(posttest)] [action(risk_assessment), result(0.25)]

e14 [time(future)]  [action(inherit), experiencer(future_sib), attribute([[gs, 'CFTR', =, 2]])]

e17

e16  [time(posttest)] [action(risk_assessment), result(0.75)]

e18 [action(inherit), experiencer(future_sib), attribute([[gs, 'CFTR', =, 2]])]

e12_1 [action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[gm, 'CFTR', =, 1]])]

ge39  [action(inc_risk), agent(ge37), object(ge38)]

e12_2 [action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[gf, 'CFTR', =, 1]])]

ce1  [time(canned)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[history, 'N 

European ancestry', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[genotype, 

'CFTR', >=, 1]])]

 [time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

polarity(false)]

[action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[sf, 'CF symptoms', [], 

true]])]

 [time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

polarity(false)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[hf, 'N European 

ancestry', [], true]])]

[action(experience), experiencer(future_sib), attribute([[ss, 'CF 

symptoms', [], true]])]

[time(future), 

polarity(false)]

[action(experience), experiencer(future_sib), attribute([[ss, 'CF 

symptoms', [], true]])]

[time(future), 

polarity(false)]

[probability(could), 

time(posttest)]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing), 

probability(low)

[probability(could), 

time(posttest)]

[canned_text('cystic fibrosis is a disease caused by having two changed 

copies of a gene called CFTR')]  
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verb form, or a protosentence. 

 Punctuation is handled very similarly in the GenIE Microplanner as in the Rhetorical 

Manager.  When the protosentence ['para'] is sent to get_details, a microplanned sentence 

[['para']] is created and added to the MSL.  No further processing is needed at this stage 

because paragraph structure was determined during the document planning stage and will 

not be realized until the surface realization stage.   

 Some of the rhetorical relations were added as terms of protosentences to inform the 

GenIE Microplanner that a coordinating conjunction is needed between two events.  These 

rhetorical relations are 'purpose', 'evaluation', 'conjunction' and 'disjunction', which are 

realized as the coordinating conjunctions 'in order', 'that', 'and', and 'or' respectively.  When 

one of these rhetorical relations is encountered, 'conjunct('C')'  is added to the microplanned 

sentence, where C represents the appropriate coordinating conjunction.   

 Other rhetorical relations were changed to protosentence premodifiers that represent 

sentence premodifiers as mentioned in Section 3.  These keywords are 'condition_what-if', 

'condition_if-then', 'condition_assumption_assuming', 'condition_assumption_suppose', 

'evidence', 'further_evidence', 'conjunction_prefix', 'disjunction_prefix', 'log_or', 'similarly', 

and 'also', which are realized as the sentence premodifiers 'what if', 'if', 'assuming', 'suppose', 

'thus', 'therefore', 'also', 'alternatively', 'either', 'similarly', and 'also', respectively.  These and 

the above conjunctions are summarized in Table 4.2 below.  With the appropriate sentence 

premodifier being M, the term 'modifier('M')'  is added to the current microplanned sentence 

when one of these protosentence premodifiers is the isolated protosentence part.   

 When the isolated protosentence part is an event ID, the event ID is matched to a 
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particular event in the event list.  Events have the following structure:  event(ID, [Modality], 

[Semantics], ...).  The three event lists for cystic fibrosis, achondroplasia, and 

phenylketonuria letters can be found in the Appendix [insert specific section when appendix 

is created].  The Modality, Semantics, and MicroContext are sent to a rule called 

get_event_parts which uses two other rules, get_event_modality and get_event_semantics to 

determine how the specific information in Modality and Semantics should be processed and 

what will be added to the microplanned sentence.  The details of this are discussed is 

Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 

 

 

Table 4.2 Keywords and Their Microplanned Sentence Parts 

Relation Conjunction

purpose conjunct('in order')

evaluation conjunct('that')

conjunction conjunct('and')

disjunction conjunct('or')

Protosentence Premodifier Sentence Premodifier

condition_what-if modifier('what if')

contdion_if-then modifier('if')

condition_assumption_assuming modifier('assuming')

condition_assumption_suppose modifier('suppose')

evidence modifier('thus')

further_evidence modifier('therefore')

conjunction_prefix modifier('also')

disjunction_prefix modifier('alternativelyr')

log_or modifier('either')

similarly modifier('similarly')

also modifier('also')

Feature Cue Verb Form

subjunctive(eventID) verb_form('subjunctive')

conditional(eventID) verb_form('conditional')
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 There are two feature keywords that indicate a specific verb form is to be used, 

'subjunctive(event ID)' and 'conditional(event ID)'.  When these serve as the isolated 

protosentence part, 'verb_form('subjunctive')' and 'verb_form('conditional')' are added to the 

current microplanned sentence being built.  Then get_details() is called with the event ID 

given and this event ID is handled just as any other event ID as discussed above. 

 A protosentence may contain an embedded protosentence such as 

[disjunction_prefix, e16, evaluation, [e18, conjunction, e17]].  When get_sentence_parts is 

isolating protosentence parts, it will isolate [e18, conjunction, e17]  as a single part.  The 

embedded protosentence, [e18, conjunction, e17] is processed by a call to 

get_sentence_parts.   

 

4.3 Modality 

 Modality is a list in each event proposition that gives information about the event 

that relates to four aspects of grammar: tense, verb form, negation, and duration.  Duration 

was used in a previous version of GenIE to indicate an event property determining if a verb 

should be in a perfect tense.  It is no longer used by the GenIE Microplanner because it was 

not an accurate predictor of when perfect tense is appropriate.   

 Tense is determined by the keyword 'time('T')'  where T can be 'pretest', 'posttest', 

'future', 'infinitive', 'generic', or 'canned'.  If T is 'canned', that means the event proposition is 

merely canned text.  'Pretest', 'posttest', and 'future' refer to the time before and after the 

patient's diagnosis or the patient's future, and are realized as past tense, present tense, and 

future tense, respectively.  The tense is added to the microplanned sentence as tense('past'), 
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tense('present'), or tense('future').  If the time is 'infinitive', a verb form is added to the 

microplanned sentence as [tense('none'), verb_form('infinitive')].   

 Sometimes 'time('T')' can indicate that a modal is needed as part of the verb.  The 

modality list indicates this with time('generic').  A modal is also needed when 

probability('could') is present in the modality list.  These two terms correspond to 

modal('can') and modal('could'), respectively.  If probability('could') is present then 

modal('could') is usually added to the microplanned sentence.  There is a case when this 

modal will not be added despite the presence of the keyword.  When the protosentence 

premodifier 'condition_assumption_suppose' is present in a protosentence, a flag, 

'no_modals' is added to the MicroContext.  One such protosentence is realized as: “Suppose 

the patient's mother has one changed copy of the CFTR gene and the patient's father has one 

changed copy of the CFTR gene.”  The event propositions for this sentence specify 

probability('could'), but making the verb “could have”  rather than “has”  would be 

redundant when  the premodifier “suppose” is already used.  Thus, no modals will be added 

when the protosentence premodifier 'condition_assumption_suppose' is in the same 

protosentence.    

 The keyword 'time('generic')' also indicates that the event proposition does not relate 

specifically to the patient but rather is a general statement such as “Abnormal CFTR protein 

can cause a viscous lung secretion.”  General statements will always be in present tense.  

Also, if 'time(generic)'  is contained in the modality list, a flag, 'generic' is added to 

MicroContext by the get_event_modality() rule.  This flag will be important in choosing the 

semantics information, such as if a modal should be added, for the microplanned sentence.   
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 Negation is indicated by the presence of the keyword 'polarity(false)'.  If this 

keyword is present, negation('true') is added to the microplanned sentence.  This determines 

that “not” will be used with the verb of the sentence producing a sentence like “They will 

not inherit two changed copies of the CFTR gene.”   

 After get_event_modality() is finished, the microplanned sentence will contain tense, 

negation, and verb_form and the MicroContext variable could have a flag showing that no 

modals are to be added or that the sentence is a general statement.  With this information in 

mind, the semantics of the sentence can be added to the microplanned sentence next.    

 

4.4 Semantics 

 The rule get_event_semantics uses the semantics list from the event in the 

protosentence to determine the verb, and what case roles will be used with the verb.  The 

verb is determined by looking for the 'action(A)' keyword in the semantics list, where A is a 

specific action.  Each action can be realized as one or more verbs as shown in Table 4.3.  If 

the event proposition is canned text, there is no action in the semantics list, which consists of 

'canned_text(X)' where X is a full sentence that will be added word for word to the letter 

when it is realized.  If this is the case, 'canned_text(X)'  is merely added to the microplanned 

sentence. 

 As seen in Table 4.3, some of the actions can be realized as more than one verb.  The 

action 'experience' can be realized as either 'have'  or 'be', because 'experience' means a 

person is experiencing something.  If that something is 'smoking', it would make sense to 

say, “The person is smoking.”  However if the experience is cystic fibrosis, it makes more 
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sense to say, “The person has cystic fibrosis.” 

 

'Enable' also allows for more than one verb: 'detect', 'lead to', and 'take'.  'Lead to' is used 

when the subject of the sentence directly causes the object of the sentence.  For example, 

“Exposure to bacteria and a viscous lung secretion can lead to respiratory infections.”  

'Detect' is used instead when the subject is a test that was performed by the clinic, because 

while performing the test enables the results to be found, a test is not the cause of those 

results, but is just a way to find them.  So the letter would have the sentence “A sweat test 

can detect an abnormal NaCl level.”  Similarly, 'take' is used when the object of a sentence 

will be realized as “the form of ___”, as in “One changed copy of the LDLR gene can take 

the form of a class 1 mutation.”  Since “class 1 mutation” is just a form “one changed copy 

of the LDLR gene” can take, 'lead to' and 'detect'  would not make sense for this sentence.  

Table 4.3: Actions and Their Corresponding Verbs 

Action Verb

referral verb('refer')

diagnosis verb('diagnose')

experience verb('have')

verb('be')

presume verb('think')

responsible verb('cause')

test verb('perform')

knowif verb('determine if')

produce verb('show')

risk_assessment verb('exist')

enable verb('detect')

verb('lead to')

verb('take')

xor_responsible verb('cause')

due_to verb('be')

inc_risk verb('increase')

inherit verb('inherit')
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    Once the verb is determined, the flags in MicroContext are checked to see if any 

modals are needed.  If 'generic' is present, 'modal('can')'  is usually added with the verb to 

the microplanned sentence.  There is one exception to this however.  If the action is 

'inc_risk'  the modal 'can' will not be added to the sentence.  For instance, in the sentence, 

“Familial hypercholesterolemia increases the risk of having elevated LDL.”, if 'can' were 

added, it does not add any additional information, so it is best left out and just the verb is 

added to the microplanned sentence.   

 Each verb has one or more sets of case roles associated with it.  Thus, the next step is 

to determine which case roles apply based on what other information is contained in the 

Semantics list.  Case roles or thematic roles, are a way of describing how the parts of a 

sentence interact.  The subjects and objects of a sentence are semantically related in ways 

that depend on the meaning of a particular verb.  That is the case roles express a relation 

between the arguments of the verb and the type of situation described by the verb [Fromkin 

et. al., 2007].   In the sentence, “John walked his dog to the library.”, the subject John has 

the case role of agent, the entity performing the action given by the verb.  The direct object 

“his dog” might have the case role of beneficiary, the entity receiving the action of the verb 

and “to the library” may serve as a destination case role.  There are many different types of 

case roles and the specific ones used by the GenIE microplanner will be discussed more 

below.  Once the case roles are determined, referring expression generation and 

lexicalization are done to choose specific words for each case role.    

 The sense of the verb 'refer' used in our implementation has only one set of case 

roles.  Here is an example event that would use the verb, 'refer': event(e1, [time(pretest)], 
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[action(referral), destination(clinic), beneficiary(proband)], pretest).  The destination case 

role specifies where the beneficiary is referred and the beneficiary case role specifies who 

has been referred.  There is no agent (who performs the action) in the semantics list, so to 

avoid saying “Someone referred the patient to the clinic”, the sentence will be in passive 

voice as, “The patient was referred to the clinic.”  Due to this, 'passive(true)' is added to our 

microplanned sentence.  The beneficiary is mapped to the direct object, adding 

direct_object('Y') to our microplanned sentence where Y is the lexicalization chosen for the 

beneficiary, in our case “the patient”.  The destination is mapped to an indirect object, so 

indirect_object('X') is added to the microplanned sentence.  X represents the lexicalization 

chosen for 'clinic' or a similar given destination.   

 Similarly, the sense of the verb 'diagnose' needed in GenIE only has one set of case 

roles.  There is an agent performing the diagnosis, a beneficiary being diagnosed, and an 

object representing the clinical findings to be explained by the diagnosis.  An example of a 

diagnosis event proposition from the cystic fibrosis letter is event(e2, [time(pretest)], 

[action(diagnosis), agent(clinic), beneficiary(proband), object(e2_1)], pretest).  Since this 

event proposition is the embedded object of a referral event, it will be realized as an 

embedded clause as the complement of “refer”.  Thus, the agent is ignored and “diagnose” is 

used in the infinitive form, which is added to the microplanned sentence as 

'verb_form(infinitive)'.  The beneficiary is realized as a possessive in this case because the 

object is something the beneficiary has.  The object case role corresponds to a direct object.  

Then since the object case role refers to an event proposition, the semantics list of e2_1 is 

used to determine what the direct object of this sentence is.  An example of how this event is 
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realized is, “to diagnose the cause of his respiratory infections and growth failure.”   

 If you look at the first protosentence in the output from the Rhetorical Manager for 

the cystic fibrosis letter in Section 3.6, one can see that event propositions e1 and e2 are 

combined with a coordinating conjunction corresponding to 'purpose'.  This means that the 

letter would have the following sentence as the first sentence, “The patient was referred to 

the clinic in order to diagnose his respiratory infections and growth failure.”  Before this is 

realized however, the microplanned sentence for it would look like this:  

 [[tense(past), verb(refer), passive(true), direct_object([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), 

 indirect_object([preposition(to), [noun(clinic), specifier(the)]])], conjunct(in order),  

 [tense(past), verb(diagnose),  verb_form(infinitive), direct_object([noun(cause), specifier(the), 

 noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), 

 possessed_nouns([noun(respiratory infection), plural(true), noun(growth failure)])])]])])]].   

The specific lexicalizations will be discussed in the next section, but this example should 

provide an idea of how the case roles are added to a microplanned sentence and how two 

event propositions are placed in the same microplanned sentence with a conjunction.   

 The other case roles for the verbs used by the GenIE Microplanner are given with 

their syntactic equivalents in Table 4.4.   
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4.5 Referring Expressions and Lexicalization 

 Once the case roles have been determined for a microplanned sentence, the type of 

referring expression and specific words for each individual case role must be chosen.  

Before discussing the algorithm to do this however, it should be noted that there are three 

special types of keywords in an event proposition that the GenIE Microplanner 

distinguishes:  specific people, mass nouns and genes.  Specific people are the people that 

are written about in the patient letter as definite noun phrases.  There are four of these, “the 

patient's mother”, “the patient's father”, “the patient”, and “future sibling”.  Mass nouns are 

Table 4.4: The Case Roles for Verbs and Their Syntactic Equivalents 

Verb Case roles ->  Syntax

refer  destination -> indirect object, beneficiary -> direct object

diagnose agent -> not used, beneficiary->not used , object -> “the cause of ____”

have experiencer-> subject, attribute OR generic_attribute -> not used

experiencer-> subject, attribute OR generic_attribute -> direct object

be experiencer -> subject, attribute -> direct object

agent -> “due to ____”, effect -> subject

think agent -> subject, object -> embedded sentence

cause agent -> subject, effect -> direct object

agent -> subject, object -> direct object

perform instrument -> direct object, agent -> subject, beneficiary -> not used

determine if agent -> subject, object -> embedded sentence

show agent -> subject, object -> direct object

exist result -> subject

detect agent -> not used, enabler -> subject, object -> direct object

lead to

enabler -> subject, agent -> another subject,  object-> direct object

attribute OR generic_attribute -> “Being ___”

take

increase agent -> subject, object -> direct object

inherit experiencer -> subject, attribute -> direct object

enabler -> subject of second clause, agent -> subject of first clause,  object-> 

direct object of both clauses

agent -> subject of first clause, enabler -> subject of second clause, object -> 

“the form of _____”
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specified because they follow different rules about the use of indefinite and definite articles 

than other nouns.  Genes are distinguished because they can be described in different ways 

depending on the contents of MicroContext, as indicated by a topic flag.   

 

 Additionally, in creating each microplanned sentence the GenIE Microplanner keeps 

track of which expressions have been used already within a sentence and also within a 

paragraph in the variables Previous_Sent_Nouns and Previous_Para_Nouns, respectively.  

Both the keywords and the specific lexicalization for each noun is stored in these lists.  In 

this way, different lexicalizations can be used for subsequent references for the same 

expression.   

 Previous_Para_Nouns is also used to determine LastPerson for the referring 

expression algorithm.  LastPerson is a variable which holds the keyword for the most 

recently used specific person.  For example, if the last microplanned sentence used only the 

specific person “the patient's father”, the keyword 'father' would have been stored in 

Previous_Para_Nouns.  All keywords and their lexicalizations are stored in order in this list, 

Table 4.5 : Keywords for Specific People and Genes and their Realizations 

Genes Disease Name Disease Description

CFTR cystic fibrosis changed copies of the CFTR gene

FGFR3 achondroplasia changed copy of the FGFR3 gene in every cell

changed copy of the FGFR3 gene

LDLR familial hypercholesterolemia changed copy of the LDLR gene

Specific People Usual Expression Pronominal Forms

proband the patient he, his, him

father the patient's father he, his, him

mother the patient's mother she, her, her

future sibling future siblings they
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so to find the most recently used specific person, the algorithm scans backward through 

Previous_Para_Nouns, until a specific person keyword is found.  This is then stored in 

LastPerson.  In our example, when the algorithm iterates backward through the list, it will 

find 'father' first and store this in LastPerson.  

 When choosing a referring expression and lexicalization for a specific case role, the 

GenIE Microplanner first checks if the keyword given as the case role corresponds to a 

specific person.  If the keyword is a specific person, LastPerson is compared to the current 

specific person keyword.  If they are the same keyword, a pronoun form is chosen.  In this 

implementation, only “they”, “he”, and “she” are used as subject pronouns.   For instance, as 

future siblings is plural, it will be replaced by “they” when a pronominal form will be used.  

If the current person is not the same as LastPerson in either the paragraph or within the same 

sentence, the microplanner chooses the standard lexicalization as the referring expression to 

use.   

 Sometimes when the pronoun form is chosen, a specific person will not be used as a 

subject pronoun, but rather an object or possessive.  Simplenlg will decide to use object 

pronouns in place of subject pronouns when told the pronoun will be an object.  However, 

Simplenlg's usual method for making a noun possessive is merely to add “'s”.  Since it does 

not take pronouns into account, “he”  would become “he's”.  To prevent this from 

happening, the GenIE Microplanner checks to see if the  pronoun will be used as a 

possessive and chooses the appropriate possessive pronoun for its lexicalization.  Oddly 

enough, Simplenlg recognizes that these are possessive pronouns and does not try to make 

“his” into “his's” or “his'”.  Thus, whether a pronoun or the usual lexicalization is to be used, 
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these are added to the microplanned sentence as [possessive(possessor([noun(Y)]), 

possessed_nouns([X])])], where X will be the lexicalizations for the possessed expressions 

and Y is the lexicalization chosen for the possessive expression.  Figure 4.1 below 

summarizes the rules for keywords referring to specific people. 

 

 

 When the keyword given in the case role is not a specific person, the next thing the 

 

Figure 4.1:  Referring Expression Rules for Specific People Keywords 
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GenIE Microplanner checks is if it is a keyword that requires a specifier.  A specifier can be  

indefinite or definite articles in our implementation.  As stated above, mass nouns do not 

follow the typical rules for articles.  Thus, the microplanner first checks to see if the 

keyword refers to a mass noun.  When it is a mass noun, if the noun was used previously in 

the paragraph, the definite form must be used so “the” is added as the specifier.  If this is the 

initial reference, no specifier is added to a mass now.  When instead the keyword is not a 

mass noun, the following rules apply:  If the keyword is lexicalized as plural or is a 

subsequent reference, “the” is also added as the specifier.  Otherwise, when it is the initial 

reference, “a” is added as the specifier.  Figure 4.2 summarizes the rules for adding 

specifiers. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Referring Expression Rules for Adding Specifiers 
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 Sometimes a long phrase is used several times in a single paragraph,  such as 

“disproportionately short arms and legs”.  When long phrases appear as subsequent 

references, the GenIE Microplanner will substitute a reduced form of the phrase only if the 

statement being made is a general statement.  That is, the microplanner checks to see if the 

'generic' topic flag has been placed in MicroContext.   For “disproportionately short arms 

and legs” the algorithm would substitute “these symptoms.  The reason reduced forms only 

occur in general statements is because the general statements usually serve as background 

information and when the next subsequent reference speaks specifically about the patient, it 

is clearer to restate the longer phrase.  However,  in the current design of the GenIE 

Microplanner, each keyword can have its own rules about reduced forms, so if this is not 

found to be the case in the future, it would be easy to modify the microplanner to substitute 

reduced forms on subsequent references.    

 

 Referring expression generation is needed in only one other case.  When the keyword 

given is a gene, MicroContext is consulted.  If the 'disease' topic flag is in MicroContext, the 

 

Figure 4.3: Rule for Using Reduced Form  
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referring expression algorithm chooses the disease name form.  Otherwise it chooses the 

disease description form for an expression.    In the cystic fibrosis letter, a disease name 

would be “cystic fibrosis” whereas the disease description would be “changed copies of the 

CFTR gene”.  The latter is used in explaining how a genetic condition is inherited by the 

patient.  The disease name is used when the reader is initially told what the genetic condition 

is.  Also, in the achondroplasia letter, it is specified that the mutation that causes the 

condition occurs in every cell in the mother and father.  So, if MicroContext has the 'topic' 

flag 'mom'  or 'dad', the more specific form “changed copy of the FGFR3 gene in every cell” 

is chosen instead of “changed copy of the FGFR3 gene”.   A table of the lexicalizations and 

realizations of many of the keywords used in the three letters generated is given in Table 4.6 

below.   

  In all other cases, referring expression generation is bypassed and lexicalization 

chooses the corresponding expression based solely on the keyword given by the case role.  

However, it has not yet been explained how modifiers are added to these expressions or how 

we know they are to be plural.  Some keywords come from case roles that are attributes or 

generic_attributes.  For example, 'attribute([[gp, 'CFTR', =, 2]])' is how we represent “cystic 

fibrosis” or “two changed copies of the CFTR gene.”   Attributes have the following form 

[ID, Keyword, Relation, Value].  Keyword is not the only important part of an attribute for 

referring expression generation and lexicalization.  In our example, the value '2' is 

lexicalized as the adjective “two”.  The '=' relation represents that there are exactly two 

copies.  If instead the Relation were '<=' and the value was '1', it would be lexicalized “at 

least one copy of the CFTR gene”.  Additionally, a Value that is a number greater than 1 
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gives us an indication that this attribute should be plural.  As another example, 

'attribute([[hf2, age, =, 45]])' and 'generic_attribute([[history, age, >=, 35]])' both have the 

same keyword.  However, the first is lexicalized as “45 years old” and the second as “being 

over 35 years old”.  Again, the difference is due to the change in the Relation.  Sometimes 

the value of an attribute is not a number as in generic_attribute([[biochemistry, 'CFTR 

protein', [], abnormal]])].  The Value 'abnormal' implies that the CFTR protein is abnormal, 

so 'abnormal' is added as a modifier: “abnormal CFTR protein.”  In this way modifiers are 

added and pluralizations are determined. 
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Table 4.6: More Keywords and their Realizations and Lexicalizations 

Other Keywords Realizations As Appears in Microplanned Sentence

clinic the clinic [noun('clinic'), specifier('the')]

sweat a sweat test [noun('sweat test'), specifier('a')]   'OR'

the sweat test [noun('sweat test'), specifier('the')]

respiratory infections respiratory infections [noun('respiratory infection'), plural(true)]

growth failure growth failure [noun('growth failure')]

CFTR protein CFTR protein [noun('CFTR protein')]

pancreas enzyme level a pancreas enzyme level [noun('pancreas enzyme level'), specifier('a')]

malabsorption malabsorption [noun('malabsorption')]

bacteria in lung secretion exposure to bacteria [noun('exposure to bacteria')]

viscous lung secretion a viscous lung secretion [noun('viscous lung secretion'), specifier('a')]

NaCl level an NaCl level [noun('NaCl level'), specifier('a')]

N European ancestry north European ancestry [noun('north European ancestry')]

CF symptoms cystic fibrosis symptoms [noun('cystic fibrosis symptom'), plural(true)]

these symptoms [noun('symptom'), specifier('these'), plural(true)

FGFR3 protein FGFR3 protein [noun('FGFR3 protein')]

bone development bone development [noun('bone development')]

DNA test a DNA test [noun('DNA test'), specifier('a')]   'OR'

the DNA test [noun('DNA test'), specifier('the')]

[noun('G1138A mutation'), specifier('a')]

FGFR3 germline a germline mutation [noun('germline mutation'), specifier('a')]

Achondroplasia symptoms achondroplasia symptoms [noun('achondroplasia symptom'), plural(true)]

age being over # years old

# years old [noun('years old'), noun_modifier(Value)]

mutagen mutagen [noun('mutagen')]

myocardial infarction myocardial infarction [noun('myocardial infarction')]

mild obesity mildly obese [noun('mildly obese')

elevated LDL elevated LDL [noun('elevated LDL')]

smoker a smoker [noun('smoker'), specifier('a')]

physical inactivity physically inactive [noun('physically inactive')]

LDL test an LDL test [noun('LDL test'), specifier('a')]   'OR'

the LDL test [noun('LDL test'), specifier('the')]

gene test a molecular analysis [noun('molecular analysis'), specifier('a')]   'OR'

the molecular analysis [noun('molecular analysis'), specifier('the')]

mutation in 1 allele a class 1 mutation [noun('class 1 mutation'), specifier('a')]

LDL result elevated LDL [noun('elevated LDL')

offspring1 the first child [noun('child'), noun_modifier('first'), specifier('the')]

offspring2 the other child [noun('child'), noun_modifier('other'), specifier('the')]

generic_mother from a mother

generic_father from a father

generic_offspring for their offspring

0.25 a twenty-five percent chance

0.5 a fifty percent chance

0.75 a seventy-five percent chance

physical features of 

Achondroplasia at birth

disproportionately short arms and 

legs

[noun('disproportionately short arms and leg'), 

plural(true)    'OR'

G1138A mutation in FGFR3 

gene

a G1138A mutation in the FGFR3 

gene

[verb_in_subject('be'), verb_form('gerund'), 

verb_modifier_prep([preposition('over'), noun('years 

old'), noun_modifier(Value)])]     'OR'

[noun_modifier_prep([preposition('from'), 

noun('mother'), specifier('a')])]

[noun_modifier_prep([preposition('from'), noun('father'), 

specifier('a')])]

[noun_modifier_prep([preposition('for'), 

noun('offspring'), specifier('their')])]

noun(chance), specifier('a'), noun_modifier('twenty-five 

percent')]

noun(chance), specifier('a'), noun_modifier('fifty 

percent')]

noun(chance), specifier('a'), noun_modifier('seventy-five 

percent')]
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4.6 Aggregation 

 The protosentences that were created from additional instructions about aggregation 

are handled differently than other protosentences.  When a protosentence is sent to 

get_sentence_parts in order to be broken into smaller parts, it is first checked to see if it is 

one of the aggregation protosentences.  These look like, [Event1, 'and', Event2]   or ['or', 

Event1, Event2].  Without aggregation, Event1 and Event2 would be realized as the same 

sentences except for the subjects.  Thus, to reduce redundancy, the sentences will be 

aggregated placing both subjects into one sentence conjoined with 'and' if the keyword 'and' 

is given or conjoined with 'or' if the keyword 'or' is given.    If the keyword 'and' is present 

the noun modifier 'each' is added to the second subject.  For example, “The patient's mother 

and the patient's father each have at least one changed copy of the CFTR gene.”  This is the 

only sentence aggregation done during the GenIE Microplanner phase.   

 

4.7 Canned Text 

 Canned text was already mentioned above in discussing Semantics.  There are two 

ways canned text is added as a microplanned sentence: (1) when the action of the event 

proposition is either 'xor_responsible'  or 'joint_responsible'   (2) when the event is specified 

as a canned text event.   

 When the actions, 'xor_responsible' and 'joint_responsible' are provided as part of an 

event, a canned sentence is substituted.  When 'joint_responsible' is the action, 

[canned_text('a child with two changed copies of a gene inherited one changed copy from 

the mother and one changed copy from the father')] is the microplanned sentence added and 
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if the action is 'xor_responsible', [canned_text('a child with one changed copy of a gene 

inherited it from his mother or from his father.  The mother or father may have inherited the 

change and have it in every cell, or the parent may have a germline mutation')] is added to 

the MSL.  Originally, these sentences were generated from their events just as any other non 

canned text even would be.  However, because they describe basic genetics principles it was 

decided to encode their realization in the dplan. 

 The other time canned text is added is when a specific canned text event was added 

to the dplan during Argument Presentation.  For cystic fibrosis, [canned_text('cystic fibrosis 

is a disease caused by having two changed copies of a gene called CFTR')] is added as the 

microplanned sentence at the beginning of the second paragraph to provide further 

background information.  Each of the three letters, has this type of canned text added at the 

beginning of the second paragraph.   

 

4.8 Output from GenIE Microplanner for Cystic Fibrosis 

 The output from the GenIE Microplanner is a list of microplanned sentences or MSL.  

For example, the MSL for the cystic fibrosis letter is given in Tables 4.7-4.10.   
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Table 4.7: Microplanned Sentences for d1 of the cystic fibrosis letter 

[[tense(past), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(respiratory infection), plural(true)])]]

[[tense(past), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(exposure to bacteria)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis)])]]

[[tense(past), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(growth failure)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis)])]]

[[para]]

Subtree d1

[[tense(past), verb(refer), passive(true), direct_object([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), indirect_object([preposition(to), 

[noun(clinic), specifier(the)]])], conjunct(in order), [tense(past), verb(diagnose), verb_form(infinitive), 

direct_object([noun(cause), specifier(the), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), 

possessed_nouns([noun(respiratory infection), plural(true), noun(growth failure)])])]])])]]

[[tense(past), verb(think), subject([noun(clinic), specifier(the)]), complementizer(that), [[tense(present), modal(could), verb(be), 

subject([noun(respiratory infection), plural(true), noun(growth failure)]), adj_phrase([adjective(due), 

adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [noun(cystic fibrosis)]])])]]]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(cystic fibrosis)]), direct_object([noun(CFTR protein), 

noun_modifier(abnormal)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(CFTR protein), noun_modifier(abnormal)]), 

direct_object([noun(viscous lung secretion), specifier(a)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(lead to), modal(can), subject([noun(exposure to bacteria)]), subject([noun(viscous lung secretion), 

specifier(a)]), direct_object([noun(respiratory infection), plural(true)])]]

[modifier(also), [tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(CFTR protein), noun_modifier(abnormal)]), 

direct_object([noun(pancreas enzyme level), specifier(a), noun_modifier(abnormal)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(pancreas enzyme level), specifier(a), noun_modifier(abnormal)]), 

direct_object([noun(malabsorption)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(malabsorption)]), direct_object([noun(growth failure)])]]

[modifier(therefore), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(be), subject([noun(respiratory infection), plural(true), noun(growth 

failure)]), adj_phrase([adjective(due), adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [noun(cystic fibrosis)]])])]]

[[tense(past), verb(perform), subject([noun(clinic), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(sweat test), specifier(a)])], conjunct(in 

order), [tense(none), verb_form(infinitive), verb(determine if), subject([noun(clinic), specifier(the)]), [[tense(present), 

modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis)])]]]]

[[tense(past), verb(show), subject([[noun(sweat test), specifier(the)]]), direct_object([noun(NaCl level), specifier(a), 

noun_modifier(abnormal)])]]
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Table 4.8: Microplanned Sentences for d2 of the cystic fibrosis letter 

Subtree d2

[tense(canned), canned_text(cystic fibrosis is a disease caused by having two changed copies of a gene called CFTR)]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis)])]]

[[para]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(changed copy), [plural(true)], noun_modifier(two), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])]), direct_object([noun(CFTR protein), 

noun_modifier(abnormal)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(lead to), modal(can), subject([noun(CFTR protein), noun_modifier(abnormal)]), 

direct_object([noun(NaCl level), specifier(a), noun_modifier(abnormal)]), conjunct(and), [[tense(present), verb(detect), 

modal(can), subject([noun(sweat test), specifier(a)]), direct_object([noun(NaCl level), specifier(a), 

noun_modifier(abnormal)])]]]]
[[tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(NaCl level), specifier(a), 

noun_modifier(abnormal)])]]

[modifier(therefore), [tense(present), verb(be), subject([possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), 

possessed_nouns([noun(respiratory infection), plural(true), noun(growth failure)])])]), adj_phrase([adjective(due), 

adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), possessed_nouns([noun(changed copy), 

[plural(true)], noun_modifier(two), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])])]])])]]
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Table 4.9: Microplanned Sentences for subtree d3_1 of the cystic fibrosis letter 

Subtree d3_1

[[tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient's mother), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(north European ancestry)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis)])]]

[[tense(present), negation(true), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis symptom), plural(true)])]]

[[para]]

[[tense(present), verb(increase), subject([noun(north European ancestry)]), direct_object([noun(risk), specifier(the)]), 

conjunct(of), [[tense(none), verb(have), verb_form(gerund), direct_object([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(at least), 

noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])]]]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(she)]), direct_object([noun(changed copy), 

noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])]]

[canned_text(a child with two changed copies of a gene inherited one changed copy from the mother and one changed copy 

from the father)]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient's mother), specifier(the)]), subject([noun(patient's father), 

specifier(the), noun_post_modifier(each)]), direct_object([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(at least), noun_modifier(one), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(changed copy), [plural(true)], noun_modifier(two), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis symptom), plural(true)])]]

[[tense(present), negation(true), verb(have), subject([noun(patient's mother), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(cystic 

fibrosis symptom), plural(true)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), negation(true), verb(have), subject([noun(she)]), direct_object([noun(changed copy), 

[plural(true)], noun_modifier(two), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])]]

[modifier(therefore), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(she)]), direct_object([noun(changed copy), 

noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])]]

[modifier(similarly), [tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient's father), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(north 

European ancestry)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(changed copy), 

noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])]]
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Table 4.10: Microplanned Sentences for subtree d4 of the cystic fibrosis letter 

Subtree d4

[[para]]

[modifier(suppose), [tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient's mother), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(changed 

copy), noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])], conjunct(and), [tense(present), 

verb(have), subject([noun(patient's father), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(one), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])]]

[[tense(present), verb(exist), subject([noun(chance), specifier(a), noun_modifier(twenty-five percent)])], complementizer(that), 

[tense(future), verb(inherit), subject([noun(future sibling), plural(true)]), direct_object([noun(changed copy), [plural(true)], 

noun_modifier(two), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR gene)]])])], conjunct(and), [tense(future), 

verb(have), subject([noun(they)]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis symptom), plural(true)])]]

[modifier(alternatively), [tense(present), verb(exist), subject([noun(chance), specifier(a), noun_modifier(seventy-five 

percent)])], complementizer(that), [tense(future), negation(true), verb(inherit), subject([noun(they)]), 

direct_object([noun(changed copy), [plural(true)], noun_modifier(two), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the CFTR 

gene)]])])], conjunct(and), [tense(future), negation(true), verb(have), subject([noun(they)]), direct_object([noun(cystic fibrosis 
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CHAPTER 5 

PARSER AND USE OF SIMPLENLG  

 

 Once the GenIE Microplanner has finished creating a microplanned sentence list 

(MSL), this list is given to the Parser.  The MSL is in a Prolog list format and the Simplenlg 

package is written in Java, so the Parser translates the Prolog list into Java code that can be 

used with Simplenlg.  When the Parser finishes execution, the output is a Java file called 

CreateText.java.  The result of running this file is a text in English, which we refer to as a 

patient letter.   

 

5.1 Microplanned Sentence Structure 

 Before discussing how the Parser processes the microplanned sentence list, we 

should first go over the structure of a microplanned sentence.  The MSL contains terms 

which are made up of two parts: a grammatical specification and a string containing a 

lexicalization.  For example, in the first microplanned sentence of subtree d1 in the cystic 

fibrosis letter (see Table 4.7), we have the term 'verb(refer)'.  The grammatical specification 

for this term is 'verb', meaning the lexicalization in parentheses 'refer' will be realized as a 

verb.  The lexicalizations can also be a list of terms such as in the following direct object 

term: 'direct_object([noun(patient), specifier(the)])'.  Here, the direct object has a noun and 

its specifier as the lexicalization.   

 Each microplanned sentence can be made up of more than one microplanned clause.  
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Each clause is enclosed within square brackets and the entire sentence within another set of 

square brackets.  Usually, a coordinating conjunction is present between clauses if more than 

one is present in a sentence.  That is, a sentence might be structured like this: [[clause1], 

coordinating conjunction, [clause2]].  If a sentence only has one clause, the clause will be 

enclosed in two sets of square brackets like this: [[clause1]].   

 

5.2 Specifics of Processing the MSL 

 Now we will discuss the details of how the Parser processes the MSL.  For each 

microplanned sentence, the Parser processes the terms in the order that they appear.  Each 

grammatical specification is mapped to a line of Java code which makes use of the 

Simplenlg class objects in order to build the English sentence.    For each sentence and each 

clause of a sentence, an SPhraseSpec object is made.  An SPhraseSpec is made up of a 

subject, verb phrase, complement, and modifiers such as prepositional phrases.  These parts 

are all optional and they can be added in any combination.   

 To clarify how a  sentence is represented for Simplenlg, we will look closer at how 

the first clause of the first microplanned sentence is made into Java code.  Here is the first 

microplanned sentence: 

 [[tense(past), verb(refer), passive(true), direct_object([noun(patient), specifier(the)]),  

 indirect_object([preposition(to),  [noun(clinic), specifier(the)]])],  

 conjunct(in order),  

 [tense(past), verb(diagnose), verb_form(infinitive), direct_object([noun(cause), specifier(the), 

 noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]),  

 possessed_nouns([noun(respiratory  infection), plural(true),  noun(growth failure)])])]])])]]. 
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Upon closer inspection, one can see that this microplanned sentence is made up of two 

microplanned clauses which will be combined with the coordinating conjunction “in order”.  

The Parser would take this microplanned sentence and the first term it would find would be 

the first clause (everything preceding 'conjunct(in order)').  Then the first term of the first 

clause would be 'tense(past)'.  The Parser would then make a new SPhraseSpec because for 

our implementation, the grammatical specification 'tense' at the beginning of a microplanned 

clause indicates that a new clause must be started.  As well, the specific tense must be 

assigned to a verbPhrase object.  So the following lines of code would be placed in the Java 

file CreateText.java:     

  SPhraseSpec sentence1 = new SPhraseSpec();  

  VPPhraseSpec verbPhrase1 = new VPPhraseSpec();  

  sentence1.setTense(Tense.PAST);  

The next two terms in our microplanned clause is 'verb(refer)' and 'passive(true)'.  The 

Parser would now add the verb head “refer” and that the sentence will be in passive voice to 

the VPPhraseSpec object with the following code:   

  verbPhrase1.setHead("refer");  

  sentence1.setVerbPhrase(verbPhrase1);  

  verbPhrase1.setPassive(true);  

The Parser now encounters the term 'direct_object([noun(patient), specifier(the)])'.  A 

'direct_object' will added to the Java code as a complement and in this case a noun phrase 

using an NPPhraseObject.  The code for this would be:  

  NPPhraseSpec noun1 = new NPPhraseSpec();  

  noun1.setHead("patient");  

  noun1.setSpecifier("the");  

  sentence1.addComplement(noun1); 

For the last term of the microplanned clause, 'indirect_object([preposition(to),  [noun(clinic), 

specifier(the)]])', the grammatical specification 'indirect_object'  will be added as a 
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modifying prepositional phrase using a PPPhraseSpec object with this code:  

  PPPhraseSpec prep1 = new PPPhraseSpec();  

  prep1.setHead("to");  

  NPPhraseSpec noun2 = new NPPhraseSpec();  

  noun2.setHead("clinic");  

  noun2.setSpecifier("the");  

  prep1.addComplement(noun2);  

  sentence1.addModifier(prep1);  
 

 

This code completes the conversion of our first clause into an instance of the SPhraseSpec 

object.  Table 5.1 gives the general rules used to map MSL structures to code for 

SimpleNLG. 
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 Once all the desired parts are added to an SPhraseSpec for a particular clause, that 

SPhraseSpec is added to a Clause TextSpec and placed in a queue of Clause TextSpecs, 

which we will call ToMakeSentenceQueue.  A TextSpec must be created for each sentence 

in order for it to be realized, so once the Parser gets to the end of a microplanned sentence, it 

creates a Sentence Text Spec and adds each Clause TextSpec object in the 

ToMakeSentenceQueue. to this new Sentence TextSpec.  Next, the Sentence TextSpec is 

added to a queue of Sentence TextSpecs that will be included in the current Paragraph, the 

ToMakeParagraphQueue.  When the Parser encounters the microplanned sentence '[[para]]', 

it creates a Paragraph TextSpec with all the Sentence TextSpecs in the 

Table 5.1: General Rules for Conversion from MSL to SimpleNLG 

Microplanned Sentence Structures Resulting Code Object for SimpleNLG

SPhraseSpec, VPPhraseSpec 

verb VPPhraseSpec

direct_object NPPhraseSpec (complement of SPhraseSpec)

indirect_object PPPhraseSpec

conjunct conjunct for TextSpecs

NPPhraseSpec

noun_modifier_prep PPPhraseSpec

NPPhraseSpec

possessor_noun + possessed_nouns

modifier (at the beginning of an MS) Premodifier to SPhraseSpec

complementizer conjunct for TextSpecs

subject + noun NPPhraseSpec (subject of SPPhraseSpec)

[[para]] send paragraph to be realized

canned_text SPhraseSpec 

AdjPhraseSpec

adj_modifier_prep PPPhraseSpec (added to AdjPhraseSpec)

tense + verb + optional[verb_form] + 

optional[passive] + optional[negation]

noun + optional[specifier] + optional[plural] + 

optional[noun_modifier]

possessive + possessor_noun + 

possessed_nouns

NPPhraseSpec (possessive = true, modifier to 

possessed_nouns NPPhraseSpec)

adj_phrase + adjective + 

optional[adj_modifier_prep]
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ToMakeParagraphQueue.  Since a document is generally made of several paragraphs, each 

Paragraph TextSpec is stored in a queue called ToBeRealized and added to a Document 

TextSpec.  The Document TextSpec is given to an instance of a Realiser object.  The 

Realiser will output the English text for a patient letter.  The Parser merely creates the Java 

code for the realization line by line in a file called CreateText.java.  It is only when 

CreateText.java is run that the English text is created.   

 

5.3 Output of Linguistic Realization: The Patient Letter for Cystic Fibrosis 

 When the CreateText.java file created by the Parser is run, the output is a patient 

letter.  The patient letter produced for cystic fibrosis follows.  The patient letters for familial 

hypercholesterolemia and achondroplasia can be found in Appendix E.  Sentence numbers 

were added as a reference for section 6.   

1
The patient was referred to the clinic in order to diagnose the cause  

of his respiratory infections and growth failure. 
2
The clinic thought 

that respiratory infections and growth failure could be due to cystic 

fibrosis. 
3
Cystic fibrosis can cause abnormal CFTR protein. 

4
Abnormal 

CFTR protein can cause a viscous lung secretion. 
5
Exposure to bacteria 

and a viscous lung secretion can lead to respiratory infections. 
6
He 

had respiratory infections. 
7
He had exposure to bacteria. 

8
Thus he could 

have cystic fibrosis. 
9
Also abnormal CFTR protein can cause an abnormal 

pancreas enzyme level. 
10

An abnormal pancreas enzyme level can cause 

malabsorption. 
11

Malabsorption can cause growth failure. 
12

He had growth 

failure. 
13

Thus he could have cystic fibrosis. 
14

Therefore respiratory 

infections and growth failure could be due to cystic fibrosis. 
15

The 

clinic performed a sweat test in order to determine if he could have 

cystic fibrosis. 
16

The sweat test showed an abnormal NaCl level. 

 
17

Cystic fibrosis is a disease caused by having two changed copies of a 

gene called CFTR. 
18

Two changed copies of the CFTR gene can cause 

abnormal CFTR protein. 
19

Abnormal CFTR protein can lead to an abnormal 

NaCl level and a sweat test can detect an abnormal NaCl level. 
20

The 

patient has an abnormal NaCl level. 
21

Thus he has cystic fibrosis. 
22

Therefore his respiratory infections and growth failure are due to his 

two changed copies of the CFTR gene. 
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23
North European ancestry increases the risk of having at least one 

changed copy of the CFTR gene. 
24

The patient's mother has north European 

ancestry. 
25

Thus she could have one changed copy of the CFTR gene. 
26

A 

child with two changed copies of a gene inherited one changed copy 

from the mother and one changed copy from the father. 
27

The patient has 

cystic fibrosis. 
28

Thus the patient's mother and the patient's father 

each have at least one changed copy of the CFTR gene. 
29

Two changed 

copies of the CFTR gene can cause cystic fibrosis symptoms. 
30

The 

patient's mother does not have cystic fibrosis symptoms. 
31

Thus she does 

not have two changed copies of the CFTR gene. 
32

Therefore she could have 

one changed copy of the CFTR gene. 
33

Similarly the patient's father has 

north European ancestry. 
34

He does not have cystic fibrosis symptoms. 
35

Thus he could have one changed copy of the CFTR gene. 

 
36

Suppose the patient's mother has one changed copy of the CFTR gene and 

the patient's father has one changed copy of the CFTR gene. 
37

A 

twenty-five percent chance exists that future siblings will inherit 

two changed copies of the CFTR gene and they will have cystic fibrosis 

symptoms. 
38

Alternatively a seventy-five percent chance exists that they 

will not inherit two changed copies of the CFTR gene and they will not 

have cystic fibrosis symptoms. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EVALUATION 

 

 An evaluation was conducted on the writing quality of the letters.  The study, method 

of  analysis, results and a discussion of what the results mean for the current version of the 

Microplanning and Linguistic Realization modules of GenIE will be discussed in this 

section. 

 

6.1 Study Procedure 

 The evaluation of writing quality reported in this thesis used data collected as part of 

a larger evaluation of GenIE conducted by Dr. Nancy Green at the University of North 

Carolina Greensboro.  Five graduate students who had been screened for writing ability and 

basic knowledge of genetics were given a paper copy of the generated cystic fibrosis patient 

letter.  These students were all native English speakers and were asked to give a sample of 

their writing to ensure that their own writing ability was sufficient to provide useful 

comments on our patient letters.  As well, all graduate students were studying a field which 

gives them the medical background to determine if our patient letters were effective.    They 

were asked to read the letter and  edit it to improve the writing quality.  They were not told 

that the letter was computer-generated.    
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6.2 Method of Analysis 

 As the focus of this thesis is on microplanning and linguistic realization, the analysis 

here focuses on  the changes that could lead to improvements in how these tasks are 

implemented.  Each change made by a subject was categorized as relating to Aggregation, 

Referring Expression Generation, Lexicalization, or Other.  The changes that fall into the 

Other category concern the Discourse Generation and Argument Presentation modules 

rather than the Microplanning and Linguistic Realization modules, so for further analysis 

these changes were ignored.  Each change in the Aggregation, Referring Expression 

Generation, and Lexicalization categories was subcategorized to reflect the specific type of 

change made.  For example, types of changes made for the Referring Expression Generation 

category include adding an indefinite article and adding a possessive pronoun.  The 

subcategories and examples of each can be found in Tables 6.1-6.3. 
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Table 6.1: Aggregation Subcategories and Examples 

Aggregation Subcategories Editted Statement

Aggregation: Relative Clause

Aggregation: Modifier

Aggregation: Nominalization

Aggregation: Subordinate Clause

Aggregation: Subject Elimination

Aggregation: Subjects Conjoined

Computer-Generated 

Statement

Aggregation: Conjoined Direct 

Objects

He had respiratory infections.  He 

had exposure to bacteria.

He had respiratory infections and 

exposure to bacteria.

Cystic fibrosis can cause 

abnormal CFTR protein.  

Abnormal CFTR protein can 

cause a viscous lung secretion.

Cystic fibrosis can cause 

abnormal CFTR protein which 

can cause viscous lung 

secretion.

Exposure to bacteria and a 

viscous lung secretion can lead 

to respiratory infections.  He had 

respiratory infections. 

Exposure to bacteria and a 

viscous lung secretion can lead 

to respiratory infections as seen 

in the patient.  

The patient has an abnormal 

NaCl level.  Thus he has cystic 

fibrosis.

The patient's abnormal sweat 

test result confirms a diagnosis 

of cystic fibrosis.

Suppose the patient's mother has 

one changed copy of the CFTR 

gene.  A twenty-five percent 

chance exists that future sibings 

will inherit...

If the patient's mother has one 

changed copy of the CFTR gene, 

then there is a 25% chance for 

each future sibling to inherit...

...future siblings will inherit two 

changed copies of the CFTR 

gene and they will have cystic 

fibrosis symptoms.

...future siblings will inherit two 

changed copies of the CFTR 

gene and have cystic fibrosis 

symptoms.

The patient's mother has north 

European ancestry...

The patient's mother and the 

patient's father have north 

European ancestry...

Disaggregation: Conjunction 

Removal

Abnormal CFTR protein can lead 

to an abnormal NaCl level and a 

sweat test can detect an 

abnormal NaCl level.

Abnormal CFTR protein can lead 

to an abnormal NaCl level.  A 

sweat test can detect an 

abnormal NaCl level.
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Table 6.2: Referring Expression Generation Subcategories and Examples 

Before Change After Change

Possessive Pronoun Added Thus respiratory infections... Thus his respiratory infections

More Description Added growth failure

Pronoun to Definite Description

Abbreviated A child...

Possessive Noun Added

Added Determiner

Different Description

Referring Expression 

Generation Subcategories

delayed growth as seen in the 

patient

The clinic performed a sweat test 

in order to determine if he ...

The clinic performed a sweat 

test in order to determine if the 

patient...

A child with two changed copies 

of a gene inherited...

The clinic thought that respiratory 

infections and growth failure...

The clinic thought that the 

patient's respiratory infections 

and growth failure...

A twenty-five percent chance 

exists that future siblings will...

A twenty-five percent chance 

exists that each future sibling 

will...

The patient has abnormal NaCl 

level.

The patient's abnormal sweat 

test result 
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6.3 Results 

 Now we will provide the combined results for all five subjects from the analysis 

described above.  Sentences were given numbers between 1 and 38 in the order they appear 

in the cystic fibrosis letter (see section 5.3).  Most of the changes made by the participants 

were related to lexicalization or aggregation, but there were also some referring expression 

changes. 

 On average there were 1.6 edits per letter (13.1% of total changes) in the referring 

Table 6.3: Lexicalization Subcategories and Examples 

Lexicalization Subcategories Before Change After Change

Adverb Moved to After Modal

Coherence

Probability Qualifier - Added Thus he has cystic fibrosis

Verb Change

Meaning Change

Probability Qualifier - Removed ...could have cystic fibrosis. ...has cystic fibrosis.

Discourse Cue - Added

Discourse Cue - Changed

Probability Qualifier - Changed Thus she could have...

Also abnormal CFTR protein can 

cause..

Abnormal CFTR protein can also 

cause...

Abnormal CFTR protein can lead 

to an abnormal NaCl level...

Another result of abnormal CFTR 

protein is an abnormal NaCL 

level...

Thus he most likely has cystic 

fibrosis

The patient's mother does not 

have cystic fibrosis symptoms.

The patient's mother shows no 

cystic fibrosis symptoms.

Cystic fibrosis can cause 

abnormal CFTR protein

Cystic fibrosis is caused by 

abnormal CFTR protein

Deletion of Descriptive 

Information

Cystic fibrosis is a disease 

caused by having two changed 

copies of a gene called CFTR

Cystic fibrosis is caused by have 

two changed copies of a gene 

called CFTR.

He does not have cystic fibrosis 

symptoms.  

However he does not have cystic 

fibrosis symptoms.

Thus he could have one 

changed...

Yet he could have one 

changed...

Thus she may be more likely to 

have...
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expression generation category.  Many of the  changes related to adding a possessive.  Table 

6.4  gives the frequency of each type of change made in this category.  Three out of the eight 

(37.5%) changes added a possessive (“his” and one as “the patient's”) to the same 

expression,  “respiratory infections and growth failure”.   

 There were two instances of a change (25%) from pronoun form to a definite 

description (“he” to “the patient”).  For sentence 6, there is a long explanation of what 

causes cystic fibrosis with no mention of the patient for four sentences.  Before sentence 15 

there are several references to the patient within the same paragraph, but always as the 

pronoun form “he”.   Changes made by participants for the cystic fibrosis letter in the other 

three subcategories are shown in Table 6.1.    

  On average there were 5.8 edits per letter (47.5% of total changes) made in the 

Lexicalization category.  The majority of these dealt with probability qualifiers.  Table 6.5 

shows the frequency of each type of change made for the Lexicalization category.   

 Nine of the 29 (31.0%) lexicalization changes involved specification of certainty by 

changing, adding, or removing a probability qualifier.  In sentence 15, the probability 

qualifier “could” was 
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Table 6.4: Referring Expression Change Frequencies 

Abbreviated Total

ID 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

ID 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 2

ID 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

ID 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

ID 9 1 0 0 0 1 1 3

Mean 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.6

Total 2 1 2 1 1 1 8

Possessive 

Pronoun 

Added

Possessive 

Noun Added

Pronoun to 

Definite 

Description

Added 

Indefinite 

Article

Added 

Determiner
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Table 6.5 Lexicalization Change Frequencies 

Adverb Semantic Changes Discourse Cues

Total

ID 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

ID 3 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 10

ID 5 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 8

ID 7 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5

ID 9 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

Mean 0.4 0.4 1.4 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 5.8

Total 2 2 7 1 4 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 29

                      Description

Adverb 

Moved 

to After 

Modal

Probability 

Qualifier - 

Changed

Prob. 

Qual. - 

Added

Prob. 

Qual. - 

Removed

Verb 

Change

Semantic  

- Other

Deletion of 

Descriptive 

Info

More 

Descr. 

Added

Different 

Descr.

Discourse 

Cue - 

Added

Discourse 

Cue - 

Changed

Meaning 

Change
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removed, making the statement that the patient has cystic fibrosis more certain.  The 

probability qualifier in sentence 25 was changed from “could” to “may have a higher chance 

of” and by another participant to “may be more likely to”.  Two participants changed 

sentence 26 from “A child with two changed copies of a gene inherits...” to “A child with 

two changed copies of a gene usually inherits...”, adding “usually” as the probability 

qualifier.   In sentence 20 and 28, the probability qualifier “most likely” was added.  The 

qualifier “probably” was added to sentence 22 and “could” was added to sentence 37.  In the 

cases where probability qualifiers are added, the sentences become less definite.  

 Nine more of the 29 (31.0%) lexicalization changes relate to semantic meaning.  

Four of these fall into the Semantic - Other category.  These include removing “also” from 

sentence 9 and 15 and adding “Another result of” at the beginning of sentence 18.  Two 

changes involved moving an adverb (“also”) from the front of a sentence to after the modal. 

The only sentence with a discourse cue changed by a participant replaced “Thus” with 

“Yet”.  Two discourse cues were added.  “However” was added to the front of sentence 34 

and “as well” was added to the end of sentence 35. 

 Four of the 29 (13.8%) lexicalization changes were verb phrase changes.  In sentence 

2, one participant changed “could be due to”  to “were consistent with”.  Another participant 

changed the verb “have” to “show” in both sentence 30 and 34.  Sentence 20 was changed 

from “The patient has an abnormal NaCl level”  to “The patient's sweat test detected an 

abnormal NaCl level”.  One of the changes to this sentence involves changing the verb.   

 Also, four of the 29 (13.8%) changes were related to description.  In sentence 11 and 

21, more description was added.  The expression,  “growth failure”  was changed to 

“delayed growth as seen in the patient” and “cystic fibrosis” was changed to “diagnosis of 
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cystic fibrosis.”   In one case, a different type of description was used.  In sentence 20 

“abnormal NaCl level” was changed to “abnormal sweat test result”.  In sentence 17, the 

participant changed “Cystic fibrosis is a disease caused by...”  to “Cystic fibrosis is caused 

by...”, deleting some descriptive information.   

 The only other type of lexicalization change made were the two meaning changes 

(6.9%).  Two participants changed sentence 3 from “Cystic fibrosis can cause abnormal 

CFTR proteins.” to “Cystic fibrosis is caused by abnormal CFTR proteins.”  The cause and 

the effect are switched for these sentences.   

  On average there were 4.8 edits per letter in the aggregation category (39.3% of total 

changes).  Most of these changes  aggregate sentences by using relative clauses or 

conjoining subjects.  The changes made in the modifier, nominalization, subject elimination, 

and subordinate clause categories can be seen in Table 6.1.  The frequencies for each of the 

types of aggregation changes can be seen in Table 6.6.   

 11 of the 24 (45.8%) aggregation changes use relative clauses to combine two or 

more sentences.  Sentences 9 through 11 were combined by making sentence 10 and 11 into 

the relative clause “which in turn can cause malabsorption and delayed growth as seen in the 

patient.”  Similarly sentence 3 and 4 were aggregated by changing sentence 4 to “which can 

cause a viscous lung secretion.”  Sentence 19 was aggregated by changing “and a sweat test 

can detect...”  to “detected by a sweat test.”  The rest of these changes are very similar to the 

examples already given, most using the complementizer “which”.   

 Five (20.8%) of the aggregation changes were made by conjoining subjects.  All five 

of these concern paragraph 3 of the cystic fibrosis letter.  Currently the argument for the 

mother contributing one changed gene is before the argument for the father contributing one 
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changed gene.  In older versions of GenIE the father argument was exactly the same as the 

mother argument except for the words “mother” and “father”.  In response to this, this 

version of GenIE's Argument Presenter shortened the father argument and added the word 

“similarly”.  One participant suggested further aggregating the two arguments instead by just 

saying “the patient's mother and father” or “they” for each of the statements in those 

arguments.   

 Sentences 3 and 4  and sentences 6 and 7 were aggregated by conjoining their direct 

objects.  Sentences 3 and 4 become “He had exposure to bacteria and respiratory infections.”  

Sentences 6 and 7 become, “The patient had respiratory infections as well as exposure to 

bacteria.”  Disaggregation was also suggested by two participants for sentence 19.  Both 

participants merely removed the conjunction “and” and made sentence 19 into to separate 

sentences.  
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Table 6.6: Aggregation Change Frequencies 

Modifier Nominalization Total

ID 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

ID 3 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 6

ID 5 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 6

ID 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

ID 9 0 5 3 0 1 0 0 0 9

Mean 0.4 1 2.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 4.8

Total 2 5 11 2 1 1 1 1 24

Direct 

Objects

Subjects 

Conjoined

Relative 

Clauses

Disaggregation 

- Conjunction 

Removal

Subject 

Elimination

Subordinate 

Clause
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6.4 Discussion 

 On average 12.2 edits (a total of 61 changes) were made to the version of the cystic 

fibrosis letter produced by GenIE.  Some participants provided well over 12 changes related 

to the linguistic realization module, while one gave only five changes.  The types of changes 

made by each participant was also very diverse, as can be seen in the change frequency 

tables, Table 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.   The 61 changes provide information that can be helpful in 

improving GenIE in the future.   

 The changes made that relate to referring expression generation show that a more 

sophisticated means of choosing when to use a pronoun should be implemented.  Currently, 

subsequent reference to the same person always uses a pronoun if another person was not 

introduced before the subsequent reference.  Perhaps a better way to implement this would 

be if the normal lexicalization of a person has not been restated after a certain number of 

times it is used, it should be restated.  These changes also suggest that a less telegraphic 

style should be used.  In other words, more description, more determiners and more 

possessives should be included.   

 The lexicalization changes show that another major improvement that could be made 

to GenIE is the expression of probabilities.  This is seen by the addition of probability 

qualifiers by participants.  These changes suggest that there ought to be more study done on 

when it is typical for this type of letter to use statements that are more certain such as 

“consistent with” and those which are more uncertain such as “could be due to”.  It would be 

possible to take this uncertainty into account by adding a strength to the probability terms, 

such that statements that are more probable would have a high strength and those less 
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probable would be assigned a low strength.  The uncertainty of the statements could be tied 

to the uncertainty of the event.  For example, if there is an event proposition describing a test 

result, there are known statistics on how reliable the test itself is that could be used to 

determine certainty we would use in the statement ultimately.  In addition, the lexicalization 

changes show that semantic meaning could be improved by more attention to choice and 

placement of cue words.   

 Nearly 40% of changes by participants involved aggregation.  More attention should 

be given to sentences with similar structures in the Microplanning module and in the 

Argument Presentation Module.  The participants in this evaluation suggested relative 

clauses for the majority of the aggregation changes.  However, since there are many ways in 

which aggregation can be done and there were only five participants, more evaluation may 

be necessary in order to determine which method of aggregation is best for particular 

sentences.   
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

 

 GenIE is a prototype implementation of a natural language generation system which 

uses information about clinical genetics and specific knowledge about a patient given by a 

genetic counselor to produce the first draft of a patient letter.  The goal of this research 

project is to model argument generation methods that can be used by intelligent systems to 

help lay audiences understand the type of biomedical arguments contained in such letters.  

GenIE has three main modules: Discourse Generation, Argument Presentation, and 

Linguistic Realization.   

 The work in this thesis is focused on the Linguistic Realization module which makes 

use of document plans which were produced using rhetorical structure theory and continues 

the process of creating sentences from the structures created.  The Linguistic Realization 

module for GenIE performs the microplanning and surface realization tasks of natural 

language generation.  This module is composed of four subcomponents:  Rhetorical 

Manager, GenIE Microplanner, Parser, and Surface Realization.  Realization is completed 

with the aid of a Java library Simplenlg and the output is a genetic counseling patient letter 

in English text.  As well a study was performed to evaluate the writing quality of the 

generated letters.  Through this study, future work on GenIE should be able to improve the 

Linguistic Realization module in the areas of lexicalization, aggregation, and referring 

expression generation. 
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APPENDIX A: EVENT LISTS 

A.1 Achondroplasia 

 

 

Table A.1: Event List for the Achondroplasia Letter 

Event ID Modality Semantics

e1 [time(pretest)]  [action(referral), destination(clinic), beneficiary(proband)]

e2 [time(pretest)]  [action(diagnosis), agent(clinic), beneficiary(proband), object(e2_1)]

e2_1

e4 [time(pretest)] [action(presume), agent(clinic), object(e3_2)],

e3_1

ge1

ge2

ge3  [action(responsible), agent(ge1), object(ge2)]

ge4

ge5 [action(responsible), agent(ge2), object(ge4)]

ge6

ge7  [action(responsible), agent(ge4), object(ge6)]

e3_2  [action(due_to), agent(e3_1), effect(e2_1)]

e5_1 [time(pretest)] [action(test), agent(clinic), instrument(['DNA test']), beneficiary(proband)]

e5_2 [time(infinitive)] [action(knowif), agent(clinic), object(e3_1)]

e7 [time(pretest)]

e10 [time(posttest)]

ge8

ge9

ge10

ge11

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

 [action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp1, 'physical features of 

Achondroplasia at birth', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

probability(could)]

 [action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[gp, 'FGFR3', =, 1]], 

disjunctive)]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[genotype, 'FGFR3', 

=, 1]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[biochemistry, 

'FGFR3 protein', [], abnormal]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[physiology, 'bone 

development', [], abnormal]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[symptom, 'physical 

features of Achondroplasia at birth', [], true]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

probability(could)]

[action(produce), agent(e5_1), object([[tresp3, 'G1138A mutation in FGFR3 

gene', [], true]])]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[gp, 'FGFR3', =, 1]], 

disjunctive)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp1, 'physical features of 

Achondroplasia at birth', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[tresp3, 'G1138A mutation 

in FGFR3 gene', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[tstp1, 'DNA test', [], 

done]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[test, 'DNA test', [], 

done]])]
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Table A.1 Continued 

ge12

ge13 [action(enable), enabler(ge11), agent(ge1), object(ge12)]

e11 [time(posttest)] [action(due_to), agent(e10), effect(e2_1)]

ge14 [action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[gm, 'FGFR3', =, 1]])]

ge15 [action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[gf1, 'FGFR3', =, 1]])

ge16

ge17

ge18

ge19 [action(xor_responsible), agent([ge16, ge17, ge18]), object(ge1)

ge20

ge21 [action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[gm, 'FGFR3', =, 1]])]

ge22

ge23 [action(responsible), agent(ge1), object(ge22)]

ge24

ge25 [action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[gf1, 'FGFR3', =, 1]])]

ge26 [action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[hf2, age, =, 45]])]

ge27

ge28

e12_1 [action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[gf2, 'FGFR3 germline', =, 1]])]

ge29 [action(inc_risk), agent(ge27), object(ge28)]

ce1 [time(canned)]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[test_result, 

'G1138A mutation in FGFR3 gene', [], true]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic_father), 

generic_attribute([[genotype_germline, 'FGFR3 germline', =, 1]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic_mother), generic_attribute([[genotype, 

'FGFR3', =, 1]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic_father), generic_attribute([[genotype, 

'FGFR3', =, 1]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

polarity(false)]

[action(experience), experiencer(mother), attribute([[sm, 'Achondroplasia 

symptoms', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

polarity(false)]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[symptom, 

'Achondroplasia symptoms', [], true]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

polarity(false)],

[action(experience), experiencer(father), attribute([[sf, 'Achondroplasia 

symptoms', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing), 

polarity(false)],

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[history, age, >=, 

35]])]

 [time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

 [action(experience), experiencer(generic), 

generic_attribute([[genotype_germline, 'FGFR3 germline', =, 1]])]

[probability(could), 

time(posttest)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing), 

probability(low)]

 [canned_text('achondroplasia is a condition caused by having one changed 

copy of a gene called FGFR3')]
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A.2 Familial Hypercholesterolemia 

Table A.2: Event List for the Familial Hypercholesterolemia Letter 
Event ID Modality Semantics

e1 [time(pretest)] [action(referral), destination(clinic), beneficiary(proband)]

e2 [time(pretest)] [action(diagnosis), agent(clinic), beneficiary(proband), object(e2_1)]

e2_1

e4 [time(pretest)] [action(presume), agent(clinic), object(e3_2)]

e3_1

ge1

ge2

ge3

ge5

ge6 [action(responsible), agent(ge3), object(ge5)]

ge7

ge8

ge9

ge10

ge11 [action(enable), enabler(ge9), agent(ge3), object(ge10)]

ge12 [action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[bhp2, smoker, [], true]])]

ge13

ge14 [action(enable), enabler(ge13), agent(ge3), object(ge10)]

ge15

ge16

ge17 [action(enable), enabler(ge16), agent(ge3), object(ge10)]

ge18

ge19

ge20 [action(responsible), agent(ge19), object(ge2)]

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp, 'myocardial infarction', [], 

true], [sp2, 'xanthoma on Achilles tendon', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

probability(could)],

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[gp, 'LDLR', =, 1]], 

disjunctive)]

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp2, 'xanthoma on Achilles 

tendon', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[genotype, 'LDLR', =, 

1]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[biochemistry, 

'elevated LDL', [], abnormal]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[symptom, 'xanthoma 

on Achilles tendon', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp, 'myocardial infarction', [], 

true]])]

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[bhp1, 'mild obesity', [], 

true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[behavior, 'mild 

obesity', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[symptom, 

'myocardial infarction', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(pretest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[behavior, smoker, [], 

true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[bhp3, 'physical inactivity', [], 

true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

 [action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[behavior, 'physical 

inactivity', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[hp2, 'maternal family history 

of CHD', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[history, 'maternal 

family history of CHD', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]
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Table A.2 Continued 

e3_2 [action(due_to), agent(e3_1), effect(e2_1)]

e3_1

e5_2 [time(infinitive)] [action(knowif), agent(clinic), object(e3_1)]

e7 [time(pretest)]

e10 [time(posttest)]

ge21

ge22

ge23 [action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[tstp1, 'gene test', [], done]])]

ge24

ge25

ge26 [action(enable), enabler(ge24), agent(ge2), object(ge25)]

ge27

ge28

ge29 [action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[bhp2, smoker, [], true]])]

ge30

ge31

ge32 [action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[tstp2, 'LDL test', [], done]])]

ge33

ge34

ge35 [action(enable), enabler(ge33), agent(ge3), object(ge34)]

ge36

e11 [time(posttest)] [action(due_to), agent(e10), effect(e2_1)]

ge4 [time(generic), duration(continuing)], [action(inc_risk), agent(ge2), object(ge3)]

e5_1 [time(pretest)]

ce1 [time(canned)]

[time(posttest), 

probability(could)]

[time(posttest), 

probability(could)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[gp, 'LDLR', =, 1]], 

disjunctive)]

[action(produce), agent(e5_1), object([[tresp1, 'mutation in 1 allele', [], true], 

[tresp2, 'LDL result', [], true]])]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[gp, 'LDLR', =, 1]], 

disjunctive)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp2, 'xanthoma on Achilles 

tendon', [], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[tresp1, 'mutation in 1 allele', 

[], true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[test, 'gene test', [], 

done]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[test_result, 'mutation 

in 1 allele', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[sp, 'myocardial infarction', [], 

true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[bhp1, 'mild obesity', [], 

true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[bhp3, 'physical inactivity', [], 

true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[tresp2, 'LDL result', [], 

true]])]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[test, 'LDL test', [], 

done]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(generic), generic_attribute([[test_result, 'LDL 

result', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]

[time(posttest), 

duration(continuing)]

[action(experience), experiencer(proband), attribute([[hp2, 'maternal family history 

of CHD', [], true]])]

[time(generic), 

duration(continuing)]
[instrument(['gene test', 'LDL test']), action(test), agent(clinic), 

beneficiary(proband)]

[canned_text('familial hypercholesterolemia is an inherited condition caused by 

having one changed copy of a gene called LDLR')]
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APPENDIX B: DOCUMENT PLANS 

  

B.1  Achondroplasia 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1: Subtree d1 of the Achondroplasia Letter 
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Figure B.2: Subtree d2 of the Achondroplasia 

Letter 
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Figure B.3: Subtree d3 of the Achondroplasia letter 
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B.2  Familial Hypercholesterolemia 

Figure B.4: Subtree d1 of the Familial Hypercholesterolemia Letter 
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Figure B.5: Subtree d2 of the Familial Hypercholesterolemia Letter 
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APPENDIX C: PROTOSENTENCE LISTS  

C.1  Achondroplasia 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C.1: PSL for the Achodroplasia Letter 
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C.2  Familial Hypercholesterolemia 

 

 

Figure C.2: PSL for the Familial 

Hypercholesterolemia 
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APPENDIX D: MICROPLANNED SENTENCE LISTS 

D.1  Achondroplasia 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Table D.1: Microplanned Sentence List for Subtree d1 of the Achondroplasia Letter 

Subtree d1

[[tense(past), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(symptom), specifier(these), plural(true)])]]

[[para]]

[[tense(past), verb(refer), passive(true), direct_object([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), 

indirect_object([preposition(to), [noun(clinic), specifier(the)]])], conjunct(in order), [tense(past), 

verb(diagnose), verb_form(infinitive), direct_object([noun(cause), specifier(the), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), 

possessed_nouns([noun(disproportionately short arms and leg), plural(true)])])]])])]]

[[tense(past), verb(think), subject([noun(clinic), specifier(the)]), complementizer(that), [[tense(present), 

modal(could), verb(be), subject([noun(symptom), specifier(these), plural(true)]), adj_phrase([adjective(due), 

adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [noun(achondroplasia)]])])]]]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(achondroplasia)]), direct_object([noun(FGFR3 

protein), noun_modifier(abnormal)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(FGFR3 protein), noun_modifier(abnormal)]), 

direct_object([noun(bone development), noun_modifier(abnormal)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(bone development), noun_modifier(abnormal)]), 

direct_object([noun(disproportionately short arms and leg), plural(true)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), 

direct_object([noun(achondroplasia)])]]

[modifier(therefore), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(be), subject([noun(symptom), specifier(these), 

plural(true)]), adj_phrase([adjective(due), adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [noun(achondroplasia)]])])]]

[[tense(past), verb(perform), subject([noun(clinic), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(DNA test), 

specifier(a)])], conjunct(in order), [tense(none), verb_form(infinitive), verb(determine if), subject([noun(clinic), 

specifier(the)]), [[tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), 

direct_object([noun(achondroplasia)])]]]]
[[tense(past), verb(show), subject([[noun(DNA test), specifier(the)]]), direct_object([noun(G1138A mutation), 

specifier(a)])]]
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Figure D.2: Microplanned Sentence List for Subtree d2 of the Achondroplasia Letter 

Subtree d2

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(achondroplasia)])]]

[[para]]

[tense(canned), canned_text(achondroplasia is a condition caused by having one changed copy of a gene 

called FGFR3)]

[[tense(present), verb(take), modal(can), subject([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(one), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the FGFR3 gene)]])]), direct_object([noun(form), specifier(the), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(G1138A mutation), specifier(a)]])]), conjunct(and), [[tense(present), 

verb(detect), modal(can), subject([noun(DNA test), specifier(a)]), direct_object([noun(G1138A mutation), 

specifier(a)])]]]]

[[tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(G1138A mutation), 

specifier(a)])]]

[modifier(therefore), [tense(present), verb(be), subject([possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), 

possessed_nouns([noun(disproportionately short arms and leg), plural(true)])])]), adj_phrase([adjective(due), 

adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), 

possessed_nouns([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the 

FGFR3 gene)]])])])]])])]]
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Table D.3: Microplanned Sentence List for the Subtree d3_1 of the Achondroplasia Letter 

Subtree d3_1

[[tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(achondroplasia)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(increase), subject([verb_in_subject(be), verb_form(gerund), 

verb_modifier_prep([preposition(over), noun(years old), noun_modifier(35)])]), direct_object([noun(risk), 

specifier(the)]), conjunct(of), [[tense(none), verb(have), verb_form(gerund), direct_object([noun(a new change 

in a reproductive cell called a germline mutation)])]]]]

[[tense(present), verb(be), subject([noun(patient's father), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(years old), 

noun_modifier(45)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(germline 

mutation), specifier(a)])]]

[canned_text(a child with one changed copy of a gene inherited it from his mother or from his father.  The 

mother or father may have inherited the change and have it in every cell, or the parent may have a germline 

mutation)]

[modifier(either), modifier(thus), tense(present), verb(have), subject([coord_noun_phrase([coord_conjunct(or), 

[noun(patient's mother), specifier(the)], [noun(patient's father), specifier(the)]])]), direct_object([noun(changed 

copy), noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the FGFR3 gene in every cell)]])]), 

conjunct(or), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(patient's father), specifier(the)]), 

direct_object([noun(germline mutation), specifier(a)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(one), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the FGFR3 gene)]])]), direct_object([noun(achondroplasia 

symptom), plural(true)])]]

[[tense(present), negation(true), verb(have), subject([noun(patient's mother), specifier(the)]), 

direct_object([noun(achondroplasia symptom), plural(true)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), negation(true), verb(have), subject([noun(she)]), direct_object([noun(changed 

copy), noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the FGFR3 gene in every cell)]])])]]

[modifier(similarly), [tense(present), negation(true), verb(have), subject([noun(patient's father), specifier(the)]), 

direct_object([noun(achondroplasia symptom), plural(true)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), negation(true), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(changed 

copy), noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the FGFR3 gene in every cell)]])])]]

[modifier(therefore), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), 

direct_object([noun(germline mutation), specifier(a)])]]
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D.2  Familial Hypercholesterolemia 

Table D.4: Microplanned Sentence List for Subtree d1 of the Familial Hypercholesterolemia Letter 

Subtree d1

[[tense(past), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(maternal family history of CHD), specifier(a)])]]

[[tense(past), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(myocardial infarction)])]]

[[tense(past), verb(be), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(mildly obese)])]]

[[tense(past), verb(be), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(smoker), specifier(a)])]]

[[tense(past), verb(be), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(physically inactive)])]]

[[tense(past), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(xanthoma)])]]

[[para]]

[[tense(past), verb(refer), passive(true), direct_object([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), 

indirect_object([preposition(to), [noun(clinic), specifier(the)]])], conjunct(in order), [tense(past), verb(diagnose), 

verb_form(infinitive), direct_object([noun(cause), specifier(the), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), 

[possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), possessed_nouns([noun(myocardial infarction), noun(xanthoma on 

the Achilles tendon)])])]])])]]

[[tense(past), verb(think), subject([noun(clinic), specifier(the)]), complementizer(that), [[tense(present), 

modal(could), verb(be), subject([noun(myocardial infarction), noun(xanthoma)]), adj_phrase([adjective(due), 

adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [noun(familial hypercholesterolemia)]])])]]]]

[[tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(maternal family history of coronary heart disease (CHD)), 

specifier(a)]), direct_object([noun(familial hypercholesterolemia)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(familial 

hypercholesterolemia)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(increase), subject([noun(familial hypercholesterolemia)]), direct_object([noun(risk), 

specifier(the)]), conjunct(of), [[tense(none), verb(have), verb_form(gerund), direct_object([noun(elevated 

[[tense(present), verb(lead to), modal(can), subject([verb_in_subject(be), verb_form(gerund), 

object_of_subject([noun(mildly obese)])]), subject([verb_in_subject(have), verb_form(gerund), 

object_of_subject([noun(elevated LDL)])]), direct_object([noun(myocardial infarction)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(familial 

hypercholesterolemia)])]]

[modifier(also), [tense(present), verb(lead to), modal(can), subject([verb_in_subject(be), verb_form(gerund), 

object_of_subject([noun(smoker), specifier(a)])]), subject([verb_in_subject(have), verb_form(gerund), 

object_of_subject([noun(elevated LDL)])]), direct_object([noun(myocardial infarction)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(familial 

hypercholesterolemia)])]]

[modifier(also), [tense(present), verb(lead to), modal(can), subject([verb_in_subject(be), verb_form(gerund), 

object_of_subject([noun(physically inactive)])]), subject([verb_in_subject(have), verb_form(gerund), 

object_of_subject([noun(elevated LDL)])]), direct_object([noun(myocardial infarction)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(familial 

hypercholesterolemia)])]]

[modifier(also), [tense(present), verb(cause), modal(can), subject([noun(elevated LDL)]), 

direct_object([noun(xanthoma)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(familial 

hypercholesterolemia)])]]

[modifier(therefore), [tense(present), modal(could), verb(be), subject([noun(myocardial infarction), 

noun(xanthoma)]), adj_phrase([adjective(due), adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [noun(familial 

hypercholesterolemia)]])])]]

[[tense(past), verb(perform), subject([noun(clinic), specifier(the)]), direct_object([[noun(molecular analysis), 

specifier(a)], [noun(LDL test), specifier(a)]])], conjunct(in order), [tense(none), verb_form(infinitive), 

verb(determine if), subject([noun(clinic), specifier(the)]), [[tense(present), modal(could), verb(have), 

subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(familial hypercholesterolemia)])]]]]

[[tense(past), verb(show), subject([[noun(molecular analysis), specifier(the)], [noun(LDL test), specifier(the)]]), 

direct_object([noun(class 1 mutation), specifier(a), noun(elevated LDL)])]]
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Table D.5: Microplanned Sentence List for Subtree d2 of the Familial Hypercholesterolemia Letter 

[[tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(elevated LDL)])]]

[[para]]

Subtree d2

[tense(canned), canned_text(familial hypercholesterolemia is an inherited condition caused by having one changed 

copy of a gene called LDLR)]

[[tense(present), verb(take), modal(can), subject([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(one), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the LDLR gene)]])]), direct_object([noun(form), specifier(the), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(class 1 mutation), specifier(a)]])]), conjunct(and), [[tense(present), 

verb(detect), modal(can), subject([noun(molecular analysis), specifier(a)]), direct_object([noun(class 1 mutation), 

specifier(a)])]]]]

[[tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(patient), specifier(the)]), direct_object([noun(class 1 mutation), 

specifier(a)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(familial 

hypercholesterolemia)])]]

[[tense(present), verb(increase), subject([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(one), 

noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the LDLR gene)]])]), direct_object([noun(risk), specifier(the)]), 

conjunct(of), [[tense(none), verb(have), verb_form(gerund), direct_object([noun(elevated LDL)])]]]]

[[tense(present), verb(detect), modal(can), subject([noun(LDL test), specifier(a)]), direct_object([noun(elevated 

LDL)])]]

[modifier(thus), [tense(present), verb(have), subject([noun(he)]), direct_object([noun(familial 

hypercholesterolemia)])]]

[modifier(therefore), [tense(present), verb(be), subject([possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), 

possessed_nouns([noun(myocardial infarction), noun(xanthoma on the Achilles tendon)])])]), 

adj_phrase([adjective(due), adj_modifier_prep([preposition(to), [possessive([possessor_noun([noun(his)]), 

possessed_nouns([noun(changed copy), noun_modifier(one), noun_modifier_prep([preposition(of), [noun(the 

LDLR gene)]])])])]])])]]
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APPENDIX E: PATIENT LETTERS 

E.1  Achondroplasia 

The patient was referred to the clinic in order to diagnose the cause 

of his disproportionately short arms and legs. The clinic thought that 

these symptoms could be due to achondroplasia. Achondroplasia can 

cause abnormal FGFR3 protein. Abnormal FGFR3 protein can cause 

abnormal bone development. Abnormal bone development can cause 

disproportionately short arms and legs. He had these symptoms. Thus he 

could have achondroplasia. Therefore these symptoms could be due to 

achondroplasia. The clinic performed a DNA test in order to determine 

if he could have achondroplasia. The DNA test showed a G1138A 

mutation. 

 

Achondroplasia is a condition caused by having one changed copy of a 

gene called FGFR3. One changed copy of the FGFR3 gene can take the 

form of a G1138A mutation and a DNA test can detect a G1138A mutation. 

The patient has a G1138A mutation. Thus he has achondroplasia. 

Therefore his disproportionately short arms and legs are due to his 

one changed copy of the FGFR3 gene. 

 

Being over 35 years old increases the risk of having a new change in a 

reproductive cell called a germline mutation. The patient's father is 

45 years old. Thus he could have a germline mutation. A child with one 

changed copy of a gene inherited it from his mother or from his 

father.  The mother or father may have inherited the change and have 

it in every cell, or the parent may have a germline mutation. The 

patient has achondroplasia. Thus, either the patient's mother or the 

patient's father has one changed copy of the FGFR3 gene in every cell 

or the patient's father could have a germline mutation. One changed 

copy of the FGFR3 gene can cause achondroplasia symptoms. The 

patient's mother does not have achondroplasia symptoms. Thus she does 

not have one changed copy of the FGFR3 gene in every cell. Similarly 

the patient's father does not have achondroplasia symptoms. Thus he 

does not have one changed copy of the FGFR3 gene in every cell. 

Therefore he could have a germline mutation. 

 

 

E.2  Familial Hypercholesterolemia 

 
The patient was referred to the clinic in order to diagnose the cause 

of his myocardial infarction and xanthoma on the Achilles tendon. The 

clinic thought that myocardial infarction and xanthoma could be due to 

familial hypercholesterolemia. A maternal family history of coronary 

heart disease (CHD) increases the risk of having familial 

hypercholesterolemia. He had a maternal family history of CHD. Thus he 

could have familial hypercholesterolemia. Familial 

hypercholesterolemia increases the risk of having elevated LDL. Being 
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mildly obese and having elevated LDL can lead to myocardial 

infarction. He had myocardial infarction. He was mildly obese. Also 

being a smoker and having elevated LDL can lead to myocardial 

infarction. He was a smoker. Also being physically inactive and having 

elevated LDL can lead to myocardial infarction. He was physically 

inactive. Also elevated LDL can cause xanthoma. He had xanthoma. Thus 

myocardial infarction and xanthoma could be due to familial 

hypercholesterolemia. The clinic performed a molecular analysis and an 

LDL test in order to determine if he could have familial 

hypercholesterolemia. The molecular analysis and the LDL test showed a 

class 1 mutation and elevated LDL. 

 

Familial hypercholesterolemia is an inherited condition caused by 

having one changed copy of a gene called LDLR. One changed copy of the 

LDLR gene can take the form of a class 1 mutation and a molecular 

analysis can detect a class 1 mutation. The patient has a class 1 

mutation. Thus he has familial hypercholesterolemia. Also one changed 

copy of the LDLR gene increases the risk of having elevated LDL. An 

LDL test can detect elevated LDL. He has elevated LDL. Thus he has 

familial hypercholesterolemia. Therefore his myocardial infarction and 

xanthoma on the Achilles tendon are due to his one changed copy of the 

LDLR gene. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


